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Abstract

Research on the asyrmneËry of the structure and operation of the

cerebral hemispheres has established that there are a variety of

functional differences between them. Of the numerous Èopics investi-

gaËed, emotion is perhaps the most perËinent to experimental psycho-

pathology. Evidence from Ëhis literature suggests that there are

hemispheric differences in activation and subjective experienée as

a function of type of emotion. Two hypotheses were developed from

this literature. Frist, the righË frontal lobe was expected to be

more activated during emotionally negative sËimulation, relative to

the lefË fronÈal 1obe. Correspondingly, the left frontal lobe was

expected to be more activat.ed duri-ng emotionally positive stimulation.

The second hypothesis was that depressed subjects would show an

increase in the anounË of right heurispheric activation to emotional

stimulation in general, as compared to the left hemisphere.

A pretest using 5 female college students was first. conducted

in order to find 30 auditory stimuli that subjects agreed on as being

emotíonally negative, neuËral, or positive. An experiment was then

performed using 57 females Ëo examine asymmetrical cortical acÈiva-

tíon as a function of Ëhree wíthin-subjects facËors: emotion (posí-

Èive, negative and neutral); lobe (fronta1, temporal and parietal) and

hemisphere. The CES-D scale r¿as administered to subjects just prior

to EEG recording to assess their level of depression.

A three-way repeated measures ANOVA found the effects of Emotion,

Lobe and Hemisphere by Lobe to be sígnificanÈ. As emotional sÈimuli

became more negat.ive, greater cortical act.ivation r^ras found. AnËerior



areas of the brain produced greater acËivation relative to other

areas' with each heuisphere appearing to dífferentially reflecÈ this
pattern as a function of lobe. This data díd not support the hypo-

Èhesized greater right frontal actívation wiËh negative stimuli,
buË did implicate the frontal lobe, ín general, in emotional processÍng.

The second hypothesís was tested by correlaËing mean hemispherÍc pro-
porËions of activation wiLh depression scores. An increase in d.epres-

sion v¡as found Ëo be significantly associated. wíth ê relativg decrease

in right hemispheric activation, opposi-te Ëo the predicted direction,
These results have several iurplications for the development of

neuropsychological models of emotion and depression.
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The Effect

Asynmetrical Hemi spheric

of Affect:

AcLivation as a function of

and DepressionEmotion, Lobe

Daryl D. ci1l

Research on the asynmetry of the sËructuïe and function of

the cerebral hemispheres, begun at least as early as Inligan (1844),

has established that there are functional differences beËween them.

of the numerous topics invesËigated, I'emoËionft is perhaps the most

pertinent to experimenËal psychopathology. The rnajority of studies

on this function, using both normal and crinical populations, have

concluded that emotional processing is loca lízed. to Ëhe right hemisphere

(e.g., Flor-Henry, L979; Ley & Bryden, r979a, LgTgb). This conclusion

is generally based on evidence that suggests that the right hemisphere

is "superíortt Ëo the left in its speed and accuracy of recognizing

emotions in others.

Although many of these studíes found evidence that each hemis-

phere reacts differentíally to certain kinds, or levels, of emotion,

this was usually subordínaËed in light of the overall conclusion of

the right hemispherers superiority (e.g., Dimond. & Farrington, Lg77).

These interesting findings, however, togeËher with a few studies on

the individualfs own experience of emotion (noË that of judgÍng

oÈhers t ) reveal that each hemÍsphere appears Èo rrfeelr' or regard,

emotional stinuli differently. The left hemisphere seems Ëo be

dífferenËially biased towards experiencing the same stÍmuli as being

more affectively posiËive than the right hemisphere, and vfce versa

(cf. Tucker, 1981).
1
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In lighË of what is presently known about Èhe nature of hemis-

pheric asynvmetries, these recent fíndings involve Ëvro relevant implica-

tions" First, they i-nfer that the localization of emoÈion to the

right hemisphere could be an oversimplication. A few investigators

have proposed Ëhat instead of one hemisphere beíng I'dominant" for'

emotion, each hemispherers involvement would be dependent upon the

type of emotion being experienced by the individual (e.g., Schwartz,

Ahern & Brov,rn, 1979). Negative emotions, such as fear or disgust,

would be dealt with more by the right hemisphere, while positive emo-

tions, such as happiness oï excitement, would. be dealt wiËh more by the

left hemisphere. Thís is consístent v¡ith Èhe different emot.ional

biases of each hemisphere. Such an hypothesis could be supported

Ëhrough the use of electrophysiological measures (e.g., EEG or ERP)

or cerebral blood flow indices. Currently, only a few studies have

directly investigated (and found sone support for) this hypothesis,

using widely differing EEG measures, electrode locations and stimuli:

Haruon & Ray (L977), Davidson, Schwurtz, SaronrBeffieÈt and Golem¿n (Uote 3)

and Tucker, Stenslíe, Roth and Shearer (1981). It vras one of the purposes

of the present sËudy to further test thís hypoËhesis. This was done

through using only nonverbal auditory stimuli with the subjectsf

eyes closed, to control for artifacts in alpha wave activity due to

eye movements, and to cont,rol for Ëhe well-documented biases of

the left hemisphere for verbal stímuli. (iloth of these sÈudies used

visual and verbal audiÈory stímu1i, buÈ failed Èo separate their effects

to look for any differences due to sensory node).

The second. relevant implication ís concerned with the clinical

signifieance thaË seems to follow from the ffnding of hemispheric
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biases in emotional experíence" rË was hypothesized by this auÈhor

(Gi11, Note 1) that if the right'hemisphere has a moïe negaÈive

emoËional bias than the teft, then depressed populations should

Ëypically show an abnorual increase in the amount of right hemispheric

emoËional processing reaching a\Á/areness. The other purpose of this

study, then, vras Ëo provide one r¡¡ay of Èesting this hypothesized

change in the "balance" of hemispheric processing. The specific

prediction that was advanced was that more depressed subjects should,

in general, show a greater right hemispheric activaËion to emotional

stimuli compared Ëo more "normaltt subjects (relative to the left hemis-

phere).

The following review will serve to trace Èhe empirical and

theoretical basis of these hypotheses. A review of the early history

of the study of cerebral laterality, including its dependenË measures,

will lead int,o an outline of localized cognitive functions. Emotíonal

hemispheric asymmetries will then be d.iscussed, and evidence supporting

hemispheric biases in emotional experiencing will be presented. These

emotional asyuunetries in hemíspheric involvement r,¡ilI then be apptied

Ëo depressed populations. Fina11y, some of the hisËory and, rationale

behind using the alpha band of an electroencephalograph (nuc) as a

dependenË measure, and Èhe exelqsive use of females as subjects will

be discussed.

Development of Research in, Hemispheric Asymnetries

- Herman Ebbinghaus, a níneteenth cenÈury pioneer in the study of

menËal Processes, once remarked that while psychology has a shorË history,
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it has had a long past (Halpert, 1977). This is perhaps mosË

appropríate Ëo mants early belief in a duality in his personality

or conscious se1f. A part of long-dead civilizationst religion and

philosophy, the "scienÉífic" study of this subjecÈ dates back to at

least Hippocrates of CroËon who, in the fifth century 8.C., pointed

out the duality in the sLructure of ments (and animalsr) brains. However,

it has only been during the past century that invesËigators have dis-

covered that this duality is not symmetrical. Increasingly, various

mental styles and capacities have been found to be lateralized within

the cerebral cortex of the brain. Using procedures that present infor-

uation to only one of the two hemíspheres (e.g., Hi-nes, I97B; Murray &

Richards, L978) and evidence from patient,s who have had the tracË of

brain tissues ËhaË enjoins them (the corpus eallosum) severed (e.g.,

Gazzaníga, 1970; Sperry, 1968), researchers have found that each side

of the brain seens to be specialized, or able to do a fasËer and/or

more accurate job of "processing" certaín kinds of stimuli than the

other. In addiÊion, neurologists, through human cortical stimulation

(e.g., Penfield & Roberts, 1959), the carotid amyÈal test (e.g., I^Iada

& Rasmussen, 1960), electrophysiological measures (".g., Molfese,

Freeuan & Palermo, L975) and gross anaËomical measurements (Galaburda,

LeMay, Kempa & Geschwínd, f978) support the idea of cerebral hemis-

pheric asymmetries, or inequalities, in both sËruct,ure and funcËion.

A pioneer in Ëhis research was Wigan (1844), who believed that

he vras able to prove that tra separate and distincÈ process of Èhinking

or ratiocinat.ion nay be carried on in each cerebrum símultaneouslytt

(Diuond, L972, p. I79). He based his theory parÈly on the discovery

of patlenËs who, upon auËopsy, r¡rere missing or had had desËroyed an
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entire cerebral hemísphere, apparently with no noticeable effect

while alíve. Iirigan may also have been Èhe first author to have

believed that the hemispheres are not always functionally complimen-

tary' when he stated that "however intimate and perfect Ëheir unison

in their neutral state, they must occasÍonally be discrepanË when

influenced by disease, either direct, sympathetic or reflexr' (Dimond,

1972, p. r79). Jackson (1864) expanded. upon rhis discrepancy,

stating that the two cerebral hemispheres had different abilities,

with the left hemisphere beíng the rrfaculty of expression" (ornst.ein,

1972, p- 2) and the right dealing wirh knowredge of people, places,

and Ëhings. Brown-Sequard (1877) \^rent even further and claimed that

man had Ëwo brains, completely different. from one another and corres-

ponding to the 1efË and right hemispheres. In support of this, Fernier

(1886) claimed that r,rhile Ëhe brain v/as a unitary organ made up of tvro

halves when ít dealt wiËh notion and sensation, it was a dual organ

when it dealt \,¡ith ídeation, wiËh each hemisphere working autonomously

from the other.

Beyond these attenpts at sinply advancing the idea of Èhe existence

of two separate "mindstt, research was also d.one on the relative special-

ízations of each brain. Although the mapping of various cerebral

faculties was initiated by L.c. Meyer (L779) ir r¿as nor unËíl paul_

Broca (186la, 186lb) that clinical evidence \¡/as pïesented. upon the

discovery that two of his patÍents wíth a siu-ilar imped,imenÈ of articu-

lated speech boËh had a lesion in what is now knom as Brocafs area

(the posterj.or third of the ínferior frontal convolution of the left

hemisphere), he concluded that he had found Lhe "cenËer of motor forms

of speech" (1861b). Following thís, a profusíon of "centersrr were found
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by experimenters by examiníng Ëhe locaËion of a lesion and correlating

it with the type of menËal disturbance that:arose as-a result. Bastian

(1869) found the 'rcenters of visual memory"; trrrernicke (1874), Ëhe

cenËer of ttsensory images of speechtt, nov/ knovm as wernickets area

(the posterior Ëhird of the superior temporal gyrus of the left

henisphere); Broadbenr (L872 & 1879), charcor (tBB7), and Grasser (1907)

the 'tcenters of ideationr'; and. Exner (1881), the "writing centers".

I^Iith these begínnings, Ëhe neuropsychological literature contin-

ued, for the next fifËy years, Ëo |tmap outtt various areas of the brain

using posË-Eortem examinaËioir and clinical observation. For these

investigators, the left hemisphere developed great significance,

for it was this half of the cerebral cortex Ëhat appeared most involved

with talking, writing and speech comprehension.

Then, during the 1930ts and t4Ors, three ne\¡/ procedures

were developed which advanced the study of brain function in live

huuan beings. First, in cooperation rvith oËhers, penfield (e.g.,

Penfield & Boldrey, 1937) began using electrical sËimulaËion of differ-

ent cerebral areas with an electrode on conscious patients during

brain surgery. I^IhaÈ the patíent reported perceiving as a result not

only prevented the unnecessary removal of certain tissues (by avoiding

speech areas when removing a tumour, for example) but also mapped

out nev/ locations of various mental functions on the brainrs topo-

graphy. (For example, Penfield and Roberts (i959) reported a ',neÌ,r,,

speech area found in Ëhe supplementary motor area.) Secondly, wada

(1949) made it possible to sËudy one hemisphere at a time, wiËh the

development of the intracarotid sodium amytal test. This effective

barbituation of one or the other hemispheres has been used since by a
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number of investigators, including Branch, Milner and Rasmussenrs

(L964) exËensive study of speech and hand.edness, and Rossi and Rosadini

(L967) and other invest.igatorsr studies of I'emoËionalt' reactions

following contralateral inactivation. Third, during Lhe early l940rs,

the ttrelatíonstt between the hemispheres unexpecËedly came under system-

atic observation for the first tíme with Ëhe beginnings of the use

of comlíssurotony. (This surgical operation involves the sectioning

of the corpus callosum -- the tissue Ëhat spans the midline of the

brain, connecting Ëhe two cerebral hemispheres -- and the smaller

anËerior commissure.) AË the tíme, thi-s procedure, first performed.

by von l^Iagenen and. Herren (1940), \¡ras desigged to linit the inter-

hemispheric spread of chronic uncontïollable epileptic seizures.

Case studies of patients who had undergone commissuroËomy led Akelaitis

and his collaborators t.o some surprising conclusions (Akelaitis, Ig40,

r94ra, r94rb, L942a, rg42b, rg44; surirh & Akelairis, Lg42). wirh each

hemisphere not able to comurunicate directly with the other, a stimulus

could be presenËed to only one or the other side of the brain, wiËh

the almost certain knowledge that the ensuing reaction was only due

to that partícular hemispherets havíng processed iË. rn contrasË to

previous work, Ehe localj-,zatj.on of verbal processj_ng exclusively to

the left henisphere ü/as not supporËed, for the right henisphere r{as

found to be capable of taking on speech functions and of certain

aspects of visual perception (Akelaitis, r942a, L94zb). This work was

later elaborated on by Sperry and his associates, who also found a sur-

prising amount of involvemenË of the right hemisphere in normal func-

tioning, especíally vísuo-spaÈial rasks (sperry, L966, Lg67, 196g, r973);

Sperry & Gazzaníga, 1966; Sperry, Gazzaníga & Bogen, 1969).
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The results of all this research on (usually) rnedical paÈients

stímulated the investigation of cerebral asyÍmetries using normal

populations, as wel1. The study of henispheric differences in receiv-

ing vÍsual ínformation in normals first began Ëo appear in the early

1950's. Forgays (1953), Mishkin and Forgays (1952), and Orbach

(1953) all found that their subjects recognízeð. letters and word.s of

their own language beËËer when they were flashed to the right of the

fixation point in a tachisËoscope. Kimura (1961) vras one of the first

researchers to attribute this as a function of the opposite, or left,

hemisphere. since this time, the tachistoscope has become the most

frequently used instrument to selectively preserlE information first

to either the ríght or left hemisphere. The raËionale for its use

is as-fol1ows: since objecËs in an individualts left visual field

are reduced Èo nerve impulses origínating at the right side of the

retj-na of both eyes, they are then transmitted to be integrated aË

the calcarine fissure of Ëhe occipital lobe of the righÈ hemisphere

(clark, 1975). The opposiËe would hold true for objecrs in Èhe right

visual fie1d. Thís effectively means that stiuuli that are presented

to one síde of a central fixatíon point will be seen first by that

same side/hernifield of the eyes, and then be transferred to be pro-

cessed first at Ëhe opposiËe, or contralateral, hemisphere. To ensure

Èhat the hemisphere of interest receives the input first, the sÈinuli

are presenËed for a shorter duratíon of t.ime Èhan Ëhat necessary for

the eyeball to move from looking sÈraight ahead (where only the

relevant heurifields would receíve the vísua1 informatlon) to looking

more directly at the target stimulus (where both hemifields v¡ould be

receiving the visual informatíon).
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Studies of hemispheric differences in dealing wiÈh audiÈory

sÈimuli present more of a complex problem to investigators. Whereas

visual input goes from one field of vision to the contralateral hemis-

phere, the central audiEory pathway consists of both contralateral

and ipsilateral connections. Both ears are t'represented'r bilaterally

in several areas of Ëhe brain sËem through to the medial geniculate

body. The majority of the fibers, however, are conËralateral (Clark,

1975) and Ëhe weight, of empirical evidence has shown thaL v¡ith simul-

taneous input to both ears, a similar contralateral relationship exists

between an ear and íts opposite side hemisphere as exisËs

between a field of vision and its opposite side hemisphere. Studies

of audítory asymmeËríes in noruals began in earnest in Èhe early 1960ts

(e.g., Kimura, 1963) using a procedure first devj-sed by Broadbent (L954).

Now commonly referred to as a dichoËic listening procedure, Broadbent

simultaneously presented audítory input to each ear using a tl¡/o-

channel tape recorder and. a pair of stereo headphones. Since only

one ear/hemisphere is of interest at a time, whíte noise (or a similar

distractor) is typically used in the ear not receíving the rrËargetrl

stimulus.

As a resulË of Ëhe propogation of Ëhese research procedures

during the past two decades, an increasing amounÈ of information on

hemispheric differences is based on Ëhem. since a knor¿ledge of
I'cognitívett differences is helpful in the interpretation of rremotionalt'

ones, they will be discussed first" A general survey of these dif-

ferences is outlined below.
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Cognitive Hemíspheric Asymmetries

The right hemisphere, long regarded as Ëhe inferior half-brain,

has of recent been attributed with superiority in a number of wide-

rangÍng cognitive activities. Di-mond and Beaumont (1972) found that it

r¡/as nore accurate in calculation and numerical functions, and this was

to some extent supporËed by sperry (1968) and Levy-Agresri (1968)

and confirned by other researchers (Dimond & Beaumont, lg74). perhaps

Èhe best substantiated superioriËy of the right hemisphere is in

spaËial thoughË discriminaËion, found for example by Hácaen and

Angelerques (1963), Milner (1968, r97r), James er ar (1967), sperry

(1968) and GazzanÍga (1965). Teuber and Diamond (1956) found ir to

play a disproportionate part ín binaural localization. percepÈíon of

musical melodies and tunes (musical abiliËy) has also been well iden-

tif ied r^/ith the righr hen-isphere by Kimura (1964), shankweiler ( 1966) ,

spellacy (i970), spreen, spellacy and Reid (1970); and by Gordon (1970)

and Kallman and corballis (L975). Dimond and Beaumont (1974) also

suggesË that Ëhe right has the capacity for creative thought and

associative thought. As well, the right is superior in controlling

manual tasks involving the arms, hands, legs and. feet, on the left side

of the body (e.g. Corballis and Beale, L97.6, for an extensive review).

The rÍght half-brain is apparently superior in Ëactile abiliÈies, Ëoo,

such as tactile memory (Milner & Tayl0r, rg72). rn addition,

Geffen, Bradshaw and hlallace (1971), Rizolatti, vnilta and. Berlucci

(r97r), Bradshaw, Geffen, and Nettleton (rg72), patterson and Bradshaw

(1975) and Ley and Bryden (1979b) all found rhe righr henisphere

to be beÈter at facial recogniËion. rt is also possible (though
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more hypothesis than fact) that Ehis hemisphere is the center of

taLent/artisËic abilities (such as dance or sculpture) and creaËivity

(fantasy, etc.) (de Bliek & Quinn, L979). One capaciry rhar is sub-

sËantiated that may have a criËical effect in our behavior is the

right hemispherets more prominent ability for imagery (Seamon &

Gazzaniga, I973). This becomes an especially interesting capacity

if one accepts Paiviors (1971) assertion that imagery is a key part

of communication, long regarded as Ëhe donain of Èhe left hemisphere.

The left hemisphere, long regarded as Ëhe dorninant half-brain, is

specialized for at least as many activit.ies as Èhe right. one of the

reasons for its domi¡¿n¡ sËatus has beent, of course, its superiority

for Ëhe production and perception of speech and language. This capacity

has been well doc rmented by several authors, such as studdert-Kennedy

and Shankweiler (1970), Springer (L971) and Gorr (1973). As wel1,

Meyer and Yates (1955) and Milner (1958, 1962) advance the view

that the left hemisphere is also superior in verbal memory, while

others have found it, Ëo have a better sequenÈial memory. There is

also considerable evidence that the two hemispheres differ in their

experience of ti-ue, with the left superior in the perception of passing

Ëime and sequence (Carmon & Nachson, L97L; Efron, L963ar l963b, 1963c,

1963d; Swischer & Hirsch, 1972).

In consideration of these different cognitive abilities, iL

appears worthwhile to consider Ëhree cauËionary remarks. First, Ëhe

mere lisËíng of tasks that are assigned to a particular hemisphere

has been interpreted by some authors not as a mapping of the brain

according to specializations, buÈ rather as processing styles.

Ornstein (L972, I976, L977), for example, regards Èhese specialized
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abílities as a ttfunction" or product of each hemispherers unique

processing sty1e, the left being,verbal/rational, the righË being

spatial/paralogical. Secondly, all ínvesEigators seem Ëo implicitly

assume that if a hemisphere is specialized for a task, then it

will necessarily be beÊter or faster at recognition. ltrhile such an

assr:mpËion may be logical for a left hemisphere style Èhat is more

concerned with reality, survival and environmental demands, Ëhis may

not be applicable to the less I'reality orientedfr right hemisphere

(ornstein, 1977). Third, most of Ëhe studies are aËtempËing to show

only a degree (not type) of difference between each hemisphere, and

often the degree may be small. (For a recent example, Buchtel,

RuzzulaËtí, AnzoLa, and Bertoloni (1978) found a right hemisphere

superioriËy for an audio-discri.minative reactj-on Èime experiment.

The largesË difference amongst subjects $/as 29 msec -- 573 msec at

the left ear and 602 msec at the right ear.)

EuoËional Hemispheric Asynmet.ries

Localizing Emotion to the Right Hemisphere

AlÈhough the proposal that the ríght henisphere is "áominant'

for emotion has been prevalent in the liÈerature for less Ëhan ten

years, it. was first hypothesized over a century ago by Hughlings-

Jackson (1879). Discovering that individuals who were not, able Ëo

use ttproposiËionaltt speech because of left hemísphere lesÍons were

still able to express emoËions through the tone and pitch of their

utterances, he concluded that the (intact) right hemlsphere musÈ be

responslble for mediating affective language. rn the past decade,
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Hughlings-Jacksonts (i879) example of using brain damaged patients

as subjects in hemi-spheric ínvestigations has become fairly common.

I{echsler (L973) found in patients r¡/ith organic brain diseases that

their recall of I'emotionally charged" verbal stimuli was better in

patienËs r¿ith intact right hemispheres as compared to intact left

hemispheres. Heilman, scholes and watson (1975), in examining patients

wi-th lesions of the ríght hemisphere, found that they could not com-

prehend the emotional meaníng in verbal material because of this damage.

Thís finding was exËended by Tucker, I{atson, and Heiluran (1977) who

found that righË hemisphere lesions led Ëo an impaired ability to

discriminate enot.ional verbal material, in addition to a deficit in

conprehension.

Ilork on hemispheric asyurmetries in auditory processing in normals

may have began in a study by Haggard and Parkinson (1971) (although

they themselves did not conceive of their study in hernispheric terms).

Six different kinds of sentences that varied in emotional tone (angry

or happy, for example) were presented to one ear of Èhe subjects,

while white noise was given Ëo the other. The task of the subjects

\ras to identify the sentence conËent and the tone of voice used..

It was found Ëhat although Èhere \¡rere no differences in recognizíng

the contenË, there were differences for the emotional tone, wiËh the

subjects being superior at identifying tones presented to the lefË

ear (right henisphere) as compared to the righË ear (left hemisphere).

A simil-ar left ear (righË henisphere) superioríty r.ras found by King

and Kimura (1972), in the identificatíon of non-verbal htman sounds

such as crying or laughing. Carmon and Nachson (1973) followed up

these studies by an effort to minimize confounding due to left
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hemisphere influences by removing all verbal components from boÈh

the experimental stímuli and the subjectst Ëask. ThÍs was attempted

by having subjects match three Ëypes of dichotically presented

ttemotíonal" voices (laughter, shrieking and crying) v¡ith the appro--

priate facial drawing on a pictorial display in front of Ehem.

Finding a small buË significanË left ear (ríght hemisphere) advan-

tage, they were among Ëhe first in the literature to coriclude that this

implicated the right hemisphere I'in perception of emoËional stimuli"

(p. 356). Safer and LevenxhaL (1977), in reporÈing rwo experimenrs,

made predictions based on Ëhis previous work but argued against the

neeessity of the dichotic listening procedure. In the first. study, Ëhey

had subjects rate monaurally presented passages thaË differed in

euot.ional tone and content as being positive, negaÈive or neutral.

They found that most of the subjects who were given the stimuli to

the left ear (right henisphere) used the voice tone Lo raÈe the

passage, while those receiving stimuli to Ëhe right ear (1eft hemis-

phere) used the coritent of the passage. These results were taken

as suppoït for the hypothesis "that the right hemisphere is criÈi-.

cally involved in the perception and evaluat.ion of emotional stímuli'r

(p. 78). In the second experiment, in r¡hích subjects were specifi-

ca11y Ëo1d to use both t.one and content to rate the passages, a right

ear (lef t heruisphere) superiority in t'accuracytt Þras f ound.

Símilar support for a right hemisphere superiority in emotional

comprehensj.on has been claimed in sËudies using visual stímu1i.

Suberi and Mc Keever (1977) may have been the fÍrst to do so, drawing upon

some of the previously discussed. studies in auditlon, as well as
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evidence from the literature on facial recogniËion, as bases for

their hypothesis. Their female subjects r^rere presented with Ëwo

photographed "target" faces to memorize, and. later to discriminate,

from a pair of "non-target" faces presented tachisËoscopicalIy. one

of the findings was that subjects r,rho had to learn rremo¡Íonal" faces

were faster in discriminating faces shown to the left visual field

(right hemisphere) compared to the right visual field (lefr hemisphere).

AlËhough subjects who memorízed "nonemoËional" faces also showed a

left visual field superioriÈy, Ëhís was significantly smaller than

that found for subjects with "emotj.onal" faces. rn another study

involving reacËion Ëime, Landis, Assal and perrex (1979, Experiment l)

presented their subjects with a drawing of a face at the point of

fixation, and a phoÈograph of a face either to the left or right of

fixation. Their task r¿as to sËop a timer whenever the facial expres-

sion of the drawing and photograph natched (either happy, asËonished

or angry). ResulËs showed, as expected, that phoËos presented to

Ëhe left visual field (right hemísphere) were correcËly matched

faster than those shov¡n to the right visual field (left henisphere).

rn a similar experimenË using accuracy rather Ëhan reaction

tíme as a dependent measuïe, Ley and Bryden (1979b) presented. carÈoon

faces expressing one of five emotional expressions to eiÈher the

left or right visual fíe1d. Subjects were Ëhen presented. with another

facial drawing presented aÈ the fixaËion point, and asked Èo judge

whether the Ëype of emoEion and the cartoon figure itself T¡rere the

same as the face previously shown. They found a left visual field

(right hemisphere) superiority for both tasks. Further, each task

was claimed to be índependent of Èhe other: accuracy in recognizing
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the cartoon figures \^ras not relaEed Ëo the type of emotion expressed,

whí1e the discrimination of the emotional expression was found to

be related.

Another dependent lneasure Lhat has been used has been emotional

"j-ntensity". sackheim and Gur (1975) had their subjects rank order

the four emoËions (ouË of seven listed on their rating sheet) that

\.rere most prevalent in each of a series of slides of faces presented

up on a screen, Subjects were also instructed at the same time Ëo

rate Ëhe intensiËy of the emotion thaË v¡as present for each slide.

Some of these slides were ttcomposites", in which a photograph of

the left facial side was joined with its "mirroredrr opposite, and

then rephotographed, so that the final slide was completely synrreËrica1

(actua1ly consisting of Ëwo left-sided halves). This was also done

for Ëhe right facial side. Each subject received several left side,

and right side composites, as well as originals, displaying one of

seven types of euoËions. Their finding of interest here was that left

side composites were seen as being more emotionally "inËense" than the

right side composiËes. They concl-uded that their results "point to

greater right hemispheric involvement in Ëhe production of emotional

expressiontr (p. 478). Borod and caron (1980) also used t'faced.nessrl

and intensiËy ratings, but in a somewhat different mannner, to obtaín

ttnore natural expressiontt (p.'237). Subjects were asked. to ímagine

Ëhemselves in various realistíc situations, in order to produce

nine different facial expressions (for example, tttoughnesstt, t'flir-

tation", or ttgreeting"), and then filmed as they produced the

appropriat,e gesËures. For each expression of each subjecË, the film

frame believed to be Ëhe most expressive h/as given to three raters
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who (independently) rated them on a l5-point scale as to which side

of the face was mosÈ intense. Their findings indicated that overall,

the left side of the face was judged as the roost inË,ense, although when

the nine expressions were analyzed separately, only ttdisgusttt,

"disapproval" and "grief" were significanËly left-sided. They

concluded that they had found support for Ëhe prediction "thaE facial

expression would be primarily related to the emotion and thus mainly

innovaËed by the right hemisphere'r (p. 240).

The general conclusíon thaË has been drawn from all of these

visual and auditory studies of hemispheric asyuunetries is Ëhat, in

the leasË, the right hemisphere is superior in speed and accuracy

of ernotional processing. (At rnost, the right hemisphere has overall

responsibility for emotions, beíng "dominantrr over the left hemis-

phere for any functions involving emoËional sLirnuli). Most recently,

however, Ëhere have been a few índications ÈhaË evidence for even

Ëhis first conclusion is far from equivocal. With regard to audit.ory

asynmetries, Megibow and DeJamaer (1979) failed to find Ëhe expected

left ear (right hernisphere) superioriËy, or for that matter, any

differences at all between ears of presentation. Presenting their

subjects with various four-lett.er nouns given to either the right or

left ears, they had them discríminate between the emotional and non-

emotional words. The former vrere t,o be responded to by stopping

a Ëimer with Ëhe niddle fínger of either the left .or right hand;

the latter r.t/ere sËopped by using the índex finger of the same hand.

Although they found a signíficant practice effect, and a difference

in reaction Ëimes between emotional and non-emotional words, they

failed to find a dífference for ear of presentat.lon. In attemptíng to
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account for these results, they interpret the previously found ríght

hemi-sphere superiority as not beíng due to its natural, or innate

qualifications, but ro its being less "disruptedrrby arousal than the

left hemisphere. Their ovm study, however, r¡ras seen as unarousing,

so the left hemisphere r¡ras not. disrupted, and thus the right hemis-

phere failed to gain an t'advantage". As for visual asyumetries, Hansch

and PírozzoLo (1980), also failed to find a right hemisphere superiority

ín a task dealing wiËh emotíonal sËímuli. There r¿ere four categories

of stimuli very briefly presented to either the left or right visual

field: emotional faces, neutral faces (both were photographs),

emoËiona1 words, and neut.ral r^rords. Prior to Èheir presentation,

the subjects vrere verbally given a rrcue wordt'. For Ëhe Ëwo emoËional

conditions, this word r¡ras one of their emotions, while for the Ëwo

neuËral conditions, the word vras one of three female names. After

both the cue \¡¡ord and the visual stímulus had been presented, the

subjecËts Ëask \,vas Ëo judge wheËher or not the Ëwo were in the same

category ("same" or "different"). AlËhough Ëhe left visual field

(ríght hemisphere) had faster reactíon times with emotional faces,

the tiues did not differ from those found with neuËral faces. In

addiËion, other results of the sLudy led the authors to conclude

that emotional processing and facial recognition/processing cannot

be regarded as independent" (This is in conLrast to Ley and Brydents,

\979b, asserÈion.) In accounËing for their results, Hanseh and

PÍÉozollo (1980) emphasize the importance of Ëhe task requirements,

noling thaË the processing of emotional faces, unlike that of facial

recognition, "does noË lead to enhanced right hemísphere superiorityrt

(p. sB).
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The possíble effects of Ëhe subjectts experimental task have

also been ment.ioned elsewhere (Gi11, Note 1). First, the division

between ttcognitivett and rremotionaltt tasks or stimuli is inperfect,

at besË, Íor all rremoËionaltt studies requj-re some cognitive pro-

cessing on the part of the subjecË, and some "cognitiverr studies

may evoke une)çpected, covert emotional reactions. The right hemis-

phere superiority rrfound" by many researchers using rremotionalr' stimuli

(and/or an t'emotionaltr task) may not have been due to the emotional

component, buË to the cognitive componenËs of the experimental

tasks. The effect of Ëask is easily demonstrated by the fíndings

of certain investigators who have even found a reversal of predicÈed

performance in dealing v¡ith certain classes of stiuuli (verbal or

píctorial¡ d.epending upon Ëhe..task involve¿. Klatzky and AËkinson

(I97L), for example, presented their subjecÈs wiËh pictures of

objects (righË hemispheric stimuli) buË gave them the Ëask of com-

parÍ-ng the first letter of each new object r'rith Èhose already viewed

(a left hemisphere task). As a result, a left hemisphere superioriÈy

was obtained" AlternaËely, Gibson, Dímond ar.d Gazzaniga (1972) found

a right hemisphere superiority for subjects given a word-matching

Èask (Ieft hemisphere stimuli) when they could only respond to

the physical nature of the verbal material (a right hemisphere task).

The choice of task leads into the second reason for viewing

these rremotional'r studies wiLh caution. AlÈhough tasks involving

speed and,f or accuracy measures may be rel-evant for more ttcognitlvett

abilities such as mathematical skills or spatial coordinatÍon, it

should be quesÈionable as to what. extent they apply to emoÈional

processíng. As with more "cognitivelytr oriented research, these
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differences in speed or accuracy may be smarl. rn addition, they

seem to ignore Ëhe facË that such an experimental design dictates
Ëhat. one or the other (or neither) hemisphere wilr be superior
(colbourn, L97B) and faí1 to al1or¿ for evidence Ëhar boÈh may be

equally involved. Moreover, once a superiority is found, it is
difficult to interpret v¡hat ít means. since the emotional side to

human behavior may be far from rational, (especially the less reality
oriented right hemisphere: Galin, Lg77) all that can be said is that
Ëhe right hemisphere appears to be more oriented towards gauging

othersr emotÍons, and noË the subjectrs oum. As Tucker et al (Lg77)

recognized in rheir accuracy study (of the ability Ëo d.iscriminate

affecti-ve speech and reproduce cerËain emotional tones in patienËs with
right parietal disease) nothing can be claimed about r¿hat or how Ëhe

subjects "feel" Èhemselves (p. 950).

tries in the SubiectÍve erience of Emotion

unfortunately, there aïe very few sËudÍes which have, indeed,

looked at asymmstries in what Ëhe subject.s are rfeeling'r. rn terms

of the value of such research i'ttirri.al psychology and psychiatry,

it is believed that any approach thaË concentraËes more on delin-
eating the henispheric parameters of subjective experience may be

more fruitful than a simple phrenological approach that localizes
all of emotional processing Ëo one or the oËher hemisphere.

The possibility ËhaË each hemisphere may react to stfrnuli in
an emotionally different manner was first suggested by observations on

individuals with various unilateral brain dísorders. Goldsteln (1939,
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I94B) In ssrrmgnËing on patíents r+ith lesions to the left hemisphere,

noËed they shared a similar euotional state which he termed a

rrcatastrophic reacËion". Thus, when only the right hemisphere r¡ras

intact, the individuals evidenced a pronounced negative emot.ional

reaction. correspondingly, Denny-Brown, Meyer and Horenstein (1952)

and Hácaen, Ajuriaguerra and Massonet (1951) have found that patients

with right hemisphere lesions shared a relaxed, unpreturbed mood

whích r¿as referred to as an "indifference reactionrr. Gainotti

(L972), in a study of patienËs with damage Ëo eiËher the left or

right hemísphere, confirmed these findings: right hemisphere-intact

pat.ients were anxious, crying and hostile, while left henisphere-

intact, patienÈs were jocular and indifferent.

Evídence of this pattern of "positive reactions" from the lefÈ

heml-sphere and rrnegatíve reactions" frou the right has also been

found in comnissurotomized individuals. Sperry (1968), for example,

found that these "sp1it-brain" patienËs rárere more likely Ëo react

negaËively¡ or be displeased, when a stimulus rnras pïesented t.o Ëhe

right hemisphere than when íË \¡/as presented to Ëhe left hemisphere.

These differential emotional states r^/ere stimulaËed in normal

subjects in a seríes of studÍes by H-ecaen and Ajuriguerra (1963),

Perria, Rosadini and Rossi (i96i), Terzían (1964), Terzían and

Cecutto.(1959) and Rossi and RosadÍni (1967). They all used a

well-documented procedure (cf. Rossi et al, 1967) termed Ëhe

I'sodium amytal procedure" in which this barbituraËe is injeeted

into eiËher the left or right carotid arteries, resulting in the

pharmacologíc inactivation of the corresponding cerebral hemisphere.

All studies found similar results: when the rtght hemisphere r¡ras
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i-nactivated, the patienË exhibited

while left hemisphere inactivation

reaction.

a cheerful or euphoric response,

led to a catastrophic-depressive

Thus, in all of Ehese studies ín v¡hich one hemispherers func-

tioning is interrupËed, desËroyed, or paraLyzed, r¡re are able t.o

observe that indj-vidualrs emotional state, and att.ribuLe it as being

at least partly a function of the euotional bías of the intact hemis-

phere. Inferences about normal functioning from Ëhese populations

cerÈainly need testing on normals themselves. Howeveï, this is a

point whích, judgÍng by the paucity of emotional "experiencesf'

sËudies on normals, appears to have been overlooked in Ëhe liËerature.

Sackheim and- Gur (_1978), (in Ëheir previously discussed study on

the emotional intensity of facial composites), found Ëhat vrhile

sadness, disgusË, fear and anger intensiËy ratings (a11 negative

emoËions) were higher for left side (right hemisphere) face com-

posites, happiness (a positive emotion) was rated higher for right

side (left hemisphere) composites. Although this offers some

support for hemsipheric differences in emotional bias, aE present there

qay have only been the three sËudies outlined below which have

speci-fical1y tested for these differences.

Dimond, Farríngton and Johnson (L976) used specially desÍgned

contact lenses (Dimond, Bures, Farrington and Brouwers, L975) Ëo

project visual input from three silenË films to eíther the left

henifields (right hernÍsphere) or ríght hemifield ( left henisphere)

of both eyes. The filns consisted of a surgical operation (emotion-

a1ly negative), a travel sequence of Lucerne, Switzerland (emotionally

neutral) and a |tTom and Jerry" cartoon (emotionally positive). The
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subjectrs task \4/as to rate each film on a 1- 9 scale on dimensions

of humor, pleasantness, unpleasantness and horror. They found that

the right hemisphere group of subjects rated all three films as being

more unpleasant, and all but the trneutraltt travel film as being more

horrific, Ëhan the left hern-lsphere group. (Differences beÈr¡¡een type

of film and hemisphere group failed to be found for the other two

dimensions.) Based on these results, they concluded "thaL the t\,¡o

henispheres of the braín of man possess an essentially different

emotional vision of the world" (p. 691) v¡íth the right hemisphere

regarding events in a more unpleasant and horrific light than the

left hernisphere.

Beaton (1979) also found henispheric asymmetries in subjectrs

experience of emotion, but in Ëhe direct.ion opposite t.o Èhat of

Dimond et al (1976). He used a dichotíc listening paradigm to presenÈ

three selections of instrumentals and three poems Ëo either the left

or right ear of Ëhe subjects vrith the other ear receiving white noise.

After each presentation, subjects rated the stímuli on a I - 9 scale

on three dj-uensions: rrPleasanL-Unpleasantrt, rrCheerful-Depression"

and rrsoothíng-Irrítatingr'. ResulËs of these ratings showed a signifi-

cant effect for ear of presentation, with the left ear (right hemis-

phere) judging both musíc and poetry to be more t'pleasanËr', and the

music (but not poetry) as also more "soothing". (fhe rrCheerful-

Depressing" dimension failed to show any significanË effects or

interactions.) Beaton, like Dirnond et al (1976), int,erpreted the

results in Ëerms of differences in hemispheric emotional outlook,

buË in the opposite direction, wíth the right hemisphere rrmore dis-

posed towards seeing the bright side of lífe than is the left hemis-
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phere" (p. l0B).

In an effort.-to resolve this marked. discrepancy in the liËerature,
Gi1l (Note 2) explored hemispheric differences in subjective emotions

using both visual stimuli (as Dímond. et al, 1976 used) and auditory
stinuli (as Beaton, 1979, used) to test for differences due to this
aspect of methodology. To control for v¡e1l-docnmented biases of the

left hemisphere for language (e.g., studderÈ-Kennedy & shankweire,

r97o) and the right henisphere for tones and melodies (e.g., Gordon,

r97o), spatial discrimination (e.g. , Gazzaniga, Bogen & sperry, L964)

and facial recognition (Hansch & pírozzoro, r9g0), the stimuli were

different from any used. previously: non-numeric, non-verbal ',traffic,,
lights, signs and sounds. To examine a possible interaction effecË

involving the type of emotion, Ëhese stimuli r¿ere classified Ín a

preLest as being either very negative, nildry negative, neutral,
nildly positive or very positive. subjects were presented. the auditory
and visual stj-nuli to eiÉher one ear/visual field or Ëhe oËher using

a dichotic listening paradigm and a Èachistoscope. (The visual and

audiËory stinuli were interspersed in a random order.) They were

then asked to rate on a 1 - 15 scale their emoËional reaction Èo each

stÍmulus upon its conclusion, in Èhe context of a simulated driving
experience. It was found thaË the effect.s of Henisptrere an¿ Emotion

were significanË, with subjects in the left henisphere group experi-
encÍng both the visual and auditory stimulÍ as more "posÍtive" than

right hemisphere subjects. Differences beËr+een each hemisphere groups,

ratíngs appeared greatest with the rnildly and very negative, and. the

mild1y posítive emotions. rt r¿as concluded Èhat Ëhe left hemisphere,

in comparÍson Ëo Ëhe right, attaches a more positÍve emotÍona1 varue
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Èo íts inpuË.

Hemispheríc Involvement as a function of Tvpe of Emotion

The findings of Dimond er al (1916) and Girl (Nore 2) are nor

inconsistent r¡ith another body of literature which suggests that Ehe

LocaLízaxíon of emotion Ëo Ëhe ríght hemisphere is an over generalizaËion --
studies indicatíng that each hemisphere is neurophysiologically more

active ü/ith differenË emotions. It would seem logical and. certainly

worËhy of investigation that the right hemisphere, having more of a

negative emoËional bias, may have a greater involvement r,¡ith negaËive

emotions, with the left hemisphere havíng more involvement with posiËive

emotions. Evidence of this biological relationship has been found using

a vareity of measures of hemispheric involvement.

Dimond and Farrington (1977), pïesented their subjects r+iÈh the

saue series of three fikns as in their Dimond et al (1976) sÈudy

(a ttneuËralrt travel filn, a ftnegativert surgical operation and a ttpositivett

Tom and Jerry cartoon) . tr^Ihile subj ects viev¡ed these f ilns through

special contact lenses that transmitted Ëhe visual input (firsË) to

eiËher the left or righË hemisphere, the experiment.ers recorded. their

heart rate throughout the filrds duration. They found Èhat the mean

heart rate (or t'affecÈive response") to the emoÈionally negaÈive

medical film was greater when presented Ëo the right hemísphere.

correspondingly, Ëhe mean hearË rate to the emotionally positive car-

Ëoon film qras greater r¿hen presented Ëo the left hernisphere. InËerest-

ing1y, they failed to find any hemispheric differences for the t'neuÈraltt

travel film.

Laterarízed hemispheric involvement has also been found using
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facial electromyography (EMG) as the dependent measure. schwartz,

Ahern and Brov¡n (L979) measured bilateral EMG from the zygomatic and

corrigator muscle regions under two conditions: rn (involuntary)

response to various emoEionally positive, negative and neutral ques-

tions and under instructions from the experímenter Ëo (voluntarily)

produce four different facial expressions (Ëwo "positive" and two

rrnegative"). For the involuntary cond.ition, emotionally positive

questions r¡ere found to eliciË greater right zygomatic muscle activity

(left hemisphere involvement) Èhan left muscle activity (right hemís-

phere involvemenË) while negative questions eliciËed greateï left

zygomatíe muscle activiËy (right henisphere involvement) than right

muscle acËivity (left hemisphere involvernent). rt was also found

that this effect was greater for the more "intenset' emotional questions

(fear and happiness) Ëhan for the less intense questions (sadness

and excitement) in both the zygomatic and corrigator muscle groups.

This effect was also found for both muscle groups in the volunËary

condítion. (They failed, however, to find any lateralizatíon for

type of emotion in the corrígator muscles in the ínvoluntary condition,

and for boËh muscle groups in the voluntary condition).

Further evidence for these hemispheric differences has been

found in several studies using conjugaÈe lateral eye uovemenÈs (LEM).

This has previously found wíde use as an indicator of hemispheric

activation (e.g., Galín & ornstein, L974; Gur, Lg75; Gur, Gur & HarrÍs,

L975; I^Ieiten & Etaugh, 1974), alrhough the procedure has not gone

uncriticized (Ehrlichman & I^IeÍnberger, 1978). Tucker, Roth, Arneson,

and Buckl-ngham (L977) tesred rhe hypothesis rhaË purËíng a subjecË

under stress would lncrease the right hemispheric acËivaLíon. rn
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the emotionally "neutral" condition, subjects vrere asked a series of

questions varying in two dimensions (verbal-spatial and emotional-

nonemotional) and told that this was simply to calibrate a "dummy"

electroencephalograph. Tn the "stress" condition, the subjects

were told their responses Ëo the questions were indicative of the

quality of their intellect and personality. They found that across

the verbal-spatial dimension, there \^zere more eye movements to the

left (indicative of greater right hemispheric activaËion) to emotíonal

questions in the stress condition than in the non-stress condition.

Although they concluded that these results demonstrated the "importance

of Ëhe right half of the brain in affective experience" (p. 699) it is

suggested here thatr rrrorê specifica.lly, this provides support (only)

for greater right hemispheríc activation \diËh negative emoËion, with

"sËresst' (or anxiety or fear) in this case being the negative emotion.

Neutral and positive stiuuli were st,udíed, as weII, by Schwartz,

Ahern, Davidson and Pusar (Note 6). They asked subjecËs a series

of euoLionally posiËive, negati-ve, and neutral questions, and then

measureä any movenents of the eyes to either the subjectts right or

left side. These investigaËors found that positive questions evoked

ruore eye movements to the right than to Ëhe 1efË (greater lefË hemis-

pheric involvement) while negatíve questions evoked more eye movemenEs

to Ëhe left than Ëo the right (greaËer right hemispheric ínvolvenent).

Neutral questions failed Èo lead to any hemispheric dlfferences.

In a similar experiment whích added a verbal-spatial dimension to Èhe

posiËive (happiness and excitement) and negatÍve (sadness and fear)

emotional quesËions, Ahern and Schwartz (1979) again found more eye

movements Èo the right (left hemispheric ínvolvenent) to positlve ques-
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tions and more movemenËs to the left (right hemispheric involvement)

Ëo negative questíons. They also found the effect of type of emotion

Ëo be uore robusE than the effect of the verbal-spatial manipulation,

leading them to "suggest that lateralization for positive and negative

emotion may be a more fundamental aspect of [n,ruran] neural organization

than laËeraLÍzatjon for verbal/spatial processing" (p. 696). In light

of the fact that hemispheric differences in verbal and spatial processes

are probably the best documented of all asynmetrical functions (as

previously outlined ín this paper) this is certainly a signifÍ-cant

staËement in support of hemispheric emotional biases.

Although these sËudies cerËainly support a lateralization of

hemispheric involvemenË with dífferent emotions, Ëhe most d.irect

üeans of assessing this would be with instruments that measure eiLher

subtle changes in cerebral blood flow (Cnn) or electrocortical act,ivity

(EEG). Although the sËudy of cerebral blood flow has been valuable

j.n crudely urapping out areas of the brain involved in cognitive tasks

(e.g., Lassen, Ingvar & SkinhØj, 1978) and in establishing Ëhat electro-

encephalographic (alpha band) and lateral eye movemenL measures are

valid indices of hemispheric activatíon, in comparison (Gur & Reívich,

1980) Ëhere have been no ínvestigations of bilateral differences with

varying emotions. (Although Shakhnovich, Serbinenko, Razumovsky,

Rodionov & oskolok, 1980, claimed Ëo have examined the I'emot.ional

sËaterr, no manipulations of emotionally arousing sËirnuli vrere

performed, nor T¡/ere any bilateral dífferences looked for.)

A símilar lack of research has been done using elect.roencephalo-

graphic measures. AË present there are only a few studl-es which have

examined hemispheric asyrmetríes ín activation with emotional stÍmuli,
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\,rith each using different means of. anaTyzing Èhe EEG output. In

light of its potential .value ín testíng for, and defining the parameters

of, this emotional LateraLízaËion, this is indeed frustrating.

Haruran and Ray (1977) T¡rere among the first to bilaÈerally record

the emotional responsivity of normals. Their experiment began by having

the subjecËs verbally recall events from their past in which they had

felt disti-nctly happy, sad, fearful or angry. The experimenter then

decided which of the. Ëhree negatíve emotional memories contained the

ruosË I'meaningfulness, conceïn and anxietyrr (p. 458), using this as Ëhe

"negative" emoËional sËimulus and the happy meüory as the "positive"

sÈimulus. He Ëhen 1itera1ly rrreplayed" these experiences back to

subjects for 35 seconds on the pretexË of coachíng them on how to

rrself-generaËerr Ëhe emotions involved. During this tine, and EEG was

recording hemispheric actívity between 3 and 30 Hz from monopolar elec-

trodes on the temporal lobes (f, and TO) referenced to the center of the

scalp (cz). Analyzing the data ín Ëerms of power (voltage x Ëime) they

found thaË the total left hemispheric power T¡ras greater than thaË for

the right hemisphere during the positive emotional stimulation, v¡hile

the Ëotal right hemispheric power r^ras greater than that for the left

hemisphere duríng the negative emoËional stiraulation. (However,

since the left hemisphere, but noË Lhe right, evid.enced a significant

effect for time and treatment, Harmon.and Ray concluded thaË the left

henisphere is more ref'lecËive of emoLíonal changes.)

Davidson, SchwarË2, Saron, Bennett and Goleman (Note 3) also

found evidence for a lateralization of henispheríc affective response.

In one experimenË, subjecËs r¡/ere presented with segments of a television

show that varied in emotional content, and were instructed Èo press up
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or do\^'n ori a pressure-sensitive knob in accordance with how much they

liked or disliked the selection, respecËívely. , During the presenta-

tion, an EEG recorded and digitized activity between g - 13 Hz

(alpha band) from the fronral (F, and Fo) and parieral lobes (p, and

ta) referenced to Cz. Both the readings from Èhe pressure-sensitive

knob and the EEG measures were taken every 30 second.s. Those val-ues

of EEG that corresponded to the mosË liked and disliked segments,

as per the pressures readings, r¿ere used to form Ëhe ratio of
R-L
R + L alpha ampliËude. It was found that for the frontal lobe area,

the left hemisphere vras more activated than the right with Ëhe posi-

Ëive emotional seguents, whíle the right hernisphere was more activat,ed

than the left TriËh Èhe negative emotional segments. (EEG from the

paríeEal lobe area failed Ëo show significant hemispheric differences.)
rn another experiment, subjects were simply asked to self-generate

emotionally negative and positive imagery, during which time frontal

and parietal alpha activiËy \,ras ïecorded by the EEG. The results

basically replicated the first experimenË, with the finding of
greaËer left hemispheric activity with posiËive emotions and. greater

right hemispheríc activity with negaËive emotÍons, in Ëhe front.al

1obes.

simílar results were found in one of two experiments by Tucker,

stenslie, Roth and shearer (l9Bi). After giving subjects descriptions

ofltmanic''(or''euphoric'')and.''d'epressive''mood.states,subjecËs

{wÍth-eyes closed) were asked to evoke similar emotions within

themselves, using one mÍnute of reflecting upon relevant personal

experiences to enhance the mood intensiÈy. (For each mood. state,

subjects also performed an arithmetÍc and an imagery task, representing
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left or right-hemispheric-specific activity.) Tucker eE al suggested

from this daËa that compared to the 'teuphoricrr staÈe, the ttdepressivett

state shor¿ed the right frontal lobe to be more activated, and the left

frontal lobe to be less activated.

In interpreting the results of these EEG studies, cerËain method-

ological criticisros can be made v¡hich may prove imporËant. First, it

is often unclear rnrhat sensory mode is influencing the results. rn

Haruon and Rayts (1977) study, verbal ínput appears as the principal

medium, but since the subjecËsr eyes are presumably open, the facial

expression of the experimenter as he rract.ed ouË" the subjecËst exper-

iences musË have also contributed Ëo an unknovm amount of variance in

the EEG readings. In Davidson eË alfs study (tlote 3), the use of

TV segments also makes ít difficulË to assess whether there may have

been any hemispheric dífferences due Ëo sensory modality. Since this

last study used alpha wave act,ivity as a dependent measure, and since

Ëhese frequencies are (empirically) urost abundant when the eyes are

closed (e.g., Thompson, 1975) one wonders whether there may have been

even uore differentiation between the hemispheres as a function of type

of emoËion if the eyes had been able to be closed. The presenÈ experi-.

ment attenpted to control for visual stimulation 6rith all subjects having

their eyes closed), thus specifically investigaËi-ng these effects

with just one sensory roodality, and concurrenÈly deereasing artifacts

in alpha r¿ave readings due to vísual activity and distractions. A

second and related point is Ëhe frequent lack of conËrol of the imagery

associated r¿ith the various sËimuli used. Since the right hemispherers

bias for ímagery-related tasks is established in the literature (e,g.,

Morgan eÈ al, 1971), the experímental (or stattstical) control of thls
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variable r¡rould seem integral t,o a methodology assessing often small

differences in hemispheric alpha asymmetry. .. For Tucker et al, who

in the same publication speculate on the association between de-

creased imagery and depressive affect, this may have been an especially

valuable factor to have controlled for. The present experiment

aËËempted to equaËe the three emotional condiËions or the mean rrimagerytt

that pretest subject.s associated with their respective stiuuli (as

well as the mean t'fanilíariËy", which ís seen as a covariate of imagery).

Application of Emotional- Asynrmetries to Psychopathology

These results have interest,ing implications for psychopathology,

especially for such obviously mood-re1aËed states as severe depres-

sion. It has been suggesËed by Ëhis auËhor (Gi11, Note 2) thaÈ

given the righË hemispherets hypothesízed emoËíonally negative bias,

it would be predicted thaË depressed populations may have an abnormal

relative increase in the amounË of right hemispheric emotional

processing reaching a\,/areness. One uethod of testing this predic-

tion would be to compare normals wíth depressed populations in the

amounË of right henispheric involvemerit they show with emotional stínuli.

If Ëhe depressed populations ürere found to have greater right hernispheric

electrophysiological involvemenË in processing (certain) emotional

stimuli, this prediction would be supported.

Other than the liEerature on emotional asyrmet,ries in normals, Ëhere

is also some support for this righË hemispheric frincrease" from studies

on depressed populations. drElia and Perris (L973) compared the

mean integrated amplitude (MrA) from eight channels of an EEG of indi-
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visuals with "psychotic depression" before and after a series

of bilateral electroconvulsive and Indoklon therapy sessions.

Before ËreaEment, the right hemisphere appeared Èo have greater

ampliËude than Ëhe left hemísphere. AfEer treatlnerlt, they found that

the average left/ríght ratio of MIA had increased, with a corres-

pondingly smaller percentage of patients shov¡ing a ratio below

1.0. I^Ihile both Ëhe left and righÈ MIA increased with treatment,

the left hemisphere appeared Ëo íncrease the most -- consistent with

its role in more posítíve emoËions. This auËhor would interpreË

this to mean that during depression, there is more right hemispheric

emotional proeessing than left henispheric processing. As a result.

of treatment, the balance beÈween the hemispheres ís equalized (the

rnean left/ríghx raËio after treatu.ent was found to be 0.99). This

phenomena was also seen by Flor-Henry, Koles, Bo-Lassen and Yeudall

(1975). They had a group of normals and unmedicated psychoËie

depressives (in addition Ëo other groups wiËh various diagnoses)

perform visuospatial and verbal tasks, as well as just rest with

eyes open, while bilateral recordings on several frequencj.es were

taken on an EEG. In Ëhe restíng condition, they found an increase

in power (voltage x time) in the temporal lobe of the right hemis-

phere (13 - 20 and 20 - 50 Hz) and decreased por¡reï in the right

parietal lobe (alpia band) as compared to normals. Thus, an overall

increase in hemispheric activíËy in Ëhese two lobes was found. (For

Ëhe verbal and visuospatial conditions, a complex shift of changes in

Po\¡Ier occured for both lobes of both hemispheres, for various frequencies,

nakíng interpretaËion difficult. rn general, however, there vras an

increase in the variability of Ëhe power of the right parietal lobes.)
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Apart from EEG work with depressives, Ëhere are also some

analogous sËudies using electroderrnal activity (EDA) as a d.epend.enË

measure of hemispheric involvement. Gruzelier and venables (I974)

PTesented a group of depressives v¡ith a series of IOOO Hz tones. They

were then required Ëo discriminate these tones from other tones aË

2oo0 Hz by pushing a button whenver the lo00 Hz tones v¡ere heard.

The bilaËeral skin conductance recordings that were taken throughout

the experiuenË indicated that Ëheir rnean response amplitudes r,¡ere lower

on the right hand compared with the left irregardless of Ëhe time or

Ëask involved' Myslobodsky and Horesh (1978), assuming that normals d.o

not have asymmetríeal recordings (Gruzelier, L973) and. arguing that

the skin conductance resporise is contralaterally conËrolled, would

inËerpret this finding within a hemispheric frauework (i.e. greater

righË hemispheric acËivity in depressÍ-ves). They atEempted to

replicate Gruzelier and venablesr (1974) results, using a group of

hospitalízed, endogenous and react.ive depressives and adding a "normaltt

conÈrol group. These subjects \¡/ere presenËed with three experimental

conditions: a tone habituation task; an emoËional and. nonemotional

verbal task; and an emotional and nonemotional visuospatial task; all

during which EDA (and lateral eye movemenË) measures r¡/ere Ëaken.

rË r¿as found that for the emotional verbal task, Lhe subjects v¡ith

endogenous depression had greater EDA on the left hand than on Ëhe

rÍght hand (increased right hemisphere activÍty), while for normals,

the opposite held true: Ëhey had greater EDA on Ëhe right hand. These

resulËs were also found for Ëhe visual and neutral tone conditions,

with the depressives again showing increased acitívity on the left

side (right henisphere). (However, Èhere faí1ed to be found any
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significant differences in any of the three conditions for the

reactíve depressives.) Myslobodsky and Horesh concluded that rfa

relatively higher amounÈ of EDA on the left sÍde of the body in

'endogenous depression could probably suggest a higher excitability

of the right half of rhe brain" (p. Il7).

MeËhodological Rationale

The EEG and Alpha üIaves

Apart from siuple observation, or gross anaÈomicatr measuremenÈs,

the EEG has probably been in existence longer than any other instru-

menËs used in research on hemispheric asymmeËries. rt r^ras first

used to gauge electrical activity in huuans by Hans Berger (1929),

(appropriately) a psychiatrisË. rt exicted the inaginations of

clinicians and researchers arike as a nonínvasive tool to find

out what was going on (or not going on) inside the skull. various

attempts were made aË thís tirne Ëo use the EEG in a wide range of

diagnostíc applications, including personality analysis (Gottlober,

1938), psychological organization (Saul, Davis, & Davis, L937;

tr{illíaus, 1939), obsessive compulsive states (pacella, polatin &

Irlagler, 1944) and psychoneurosis (strauss, 1945), as well as neuïo-

logícal disorders such as cerebral tumours (l,rlalÈer, 1936) and epÍlepËic

seizures (Gíbbs, Lennox.-& Gibbs, 1936). Although there has been

little change in technique used with the EEG since 1940 (cooper,

osselton & shavrn, 1969), Ëhe following decades have certainly

seen gradual improvements in Èhe sophistication of data analysís

and its applicaËion to various fíelds of hr:man health pracËice and.
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research. Instead of being faced with a boggling array of electrical

signs at various frequencies, electrophysiologists are now able,

if desíred, to t'filter" the out,put frour an EEG to receive daÈa from

only selected frequencies. Such an approach can somewhat reduce the

complexiËy of the accompanying data analysis and the amount of biological

artifacts in the ouËput, and provide the experimenter wiËh greaÈer

specíficity in certain areas of investigation. One of the frequencies

which has seen well documented use in psychophysiology is the ,'alphat'

band.

This set of frequencies r¿as first noted in the literature by

Berger (1930), who also assigned it iËs current name (Berger, 1938).

Alpha rüaves refer to the frequencies which fa1l between 8 and 13 Hz

(or cycles per second). They may vary in anplitude anywhere from

a couple of microvolËs to a few hundred ur_icrovolts (Thompson, 1975).

Found in most individuals over 12 years of age, Ëhey constitute

the 'ruain activity seen in the EEG of the alert ad.ult, (scoÈt, Lg76,

p. i9). Alpha waves appeaï most promínently when the individual is

conscious and relaxed, wiËh the eyes closed and Èhe amount of external

stimulation fairly 1or¿ and constant. rf the individual is aroused,

however, (especially visually), Ëhis leads Èo rralpha blockíng" in v¡hich

these v/aves are attenuated, and replaced by faster ï¡/aves (greaÈer

frequency) that are associated with more activity in Ëhe brain, such

as beta (18 - 30 Hz) and garnma (30 - 50 Hz) v¡aves (Thourpson, rgTs).

This apparently inverse relatÍonship between alpha wave activity

and mental "efforttt is probably the main reason (apart from lts abun-

dance in adults) for its regular use as the dependent measure ín EEG

research. Thus, the rat.ionale behínd Íts use d.ictates that the cerebral
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hemísphere Ehat demonstrates the least alpha wave activity (or

greaËesË reduction in alpha) is the one which is more involved with

the task at that moneriË. However, since for right-handed indivíduals,

the right hemisphere has alpha \¡raves of slightly greater magniËude

(Kiloh, Mccomas & osselton, L972; cabral & Scott, 1975) especially in

the occipital lobes (Morgan, McDonald & MacDonald, r97r), this must be

taken into consíderation. This has been raost frequently d.one through

the calculation of a rario of righE/Lef.t ot H acriviry (e.g.,

Mc Kee, Humphrey & McAdam, L973). Although intuitively it may strike

the observer as questionable as to why the higher frequency r,raves

are noË just used as an index of activation, it has been found that

changing an experímenËal task has noË led to distinct hemispheric

changes in the delta band while only sma1l differences occur in

the beta band (cf . Gardiner & tr^Ialter, L977). The alpha band, on the

contrary, has been found to show the greaËest amount of hemispheric

change as a funcËion of task demands (Doyle, ornstein & Galin, L974).

In addition to these advantages, alpha lraves are also easily identified

(especially wiËh paper oriËput) in that they are found in well defined

bursts, with reliably rhythrnical waves of high ampliÈude in comparison

to other bands (Marsh, 1978).

AlËhough the inverse relationship beÈween mental effort and

alpha wave acti.vity has been known since Berger (1930) and Adrian

and MatËhews (1934), its use with laterality research really did noË

sËarÈ until studies using it \^riËh handedness appeared (e.g., Glanvirle

& AnËonitis, 1955). since thaË time, EEG measures using the alpha

band have been used t.o assess hemispheric asyrnrnetries in a wide variety
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of topics. some of these have included learning ability (e.g.,

chartock, Glassman, Poon, & Marsh, L975), motor and nonmotor tasks

(e.g., Doyle et al, L974), musical and lingiustic tasks (e.g, McKee et

aL, L973; schwartz, Davidson, Maer & Bromfield (1974), nental arith-

metic and hypnotizabiliry (Morgan, MacDonald & Hilgard, Lgl4) and

visuospatial tasks (e.g., Morgan et a1, LgTl). Generally, Èhe

results of this literature on cognitive differences using the alpha

band (and using oÈher EEG measures, as well) have supported Ëhe henis-

pheric differences found so far with oËher measures such as di.ehotic

listeníng or the tachistoscope (Galin, JohnsËone & Herron, 1978).

This support, it shourd be realized, is noË so much in the replication

of these oËher studies but in showing that Ëhere is a correspondíng

neurophysiologícal basis for Ëhese hemíspheric asymmeËries. rn

Ëhis regard, j-Ë is seen here Ëhat the application of alpha hrave measures

Ëo emotion j-s a logical exËensj-on and expansion of Ëhis earlier cogni-

Ëive work.

Aþha trrTave Activity and Sex of Sub-Íects

rn the pasË two decades, ít has become increasingly evident

that Ëhere are differences between the sexes in the degree of hemis-

pheric asynrmetries Ëhat have been found. Bryden (i97g), in a compïe-

hensive review of the liËerature on cognitive functions, concluded

ÈhaË males are generally more lateralízed than females. whether

these differences have a neurophysÍologÍcal basis, however, appeaxs

Ëo be a differenË question. At reast wiËh regard to the alpha band

on the EEG, at least three sÈudies have found a higher proport.ion of
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this type of activity in females. Selld'en (1964) was perhaps Ëhe

first to notice this asymmeËry in his EEG study of normal subjects

gÍven negimide (a sËimulant), finding that females had a higher mean

frequency of alpha r¡/aves Ëhan ma1es. This was also found by Deakin

and Exley (1979) who compared the alpha wave activity in small groups

of males and females, at resË. Davidson and Schwartz (1976), in

their study of cardiac self-regulation, found this difference to be

lateralized. Inlhen the subjects were given auditory feedback on their

performance, females r^rere found. to have gïeater alpha wave activity

than males in the right hemisphere.

There are also sex differences in hemispheric involvemenÈ r¿ith

emotion. Tucker et al (1977), in their study of conjugate lateral

eye movemenËs as a funct.ion of neuËral and stressful question periods,

found that only females exhibited significantly increased eye movements

Ëo the left (righË henisphere involvement) for emotional quesËions

(while only males significant,ly increased their left eye uovements

for the sËressful conditíon). SchwarÈz et aI (Note 6) found a similar

effect in their study of facíal EMG in response to emoËíonal quest.ions

and to volunÈary face mimicking sessions. In Ëhe question condítion,

Ëhey found that ttfemales accounted for most of the right-side super-

iority in exciËementrr (one of Ëhe types of emotion) and went on Lo state

thaË this'Supports the prediction that females would show greater

degrees of lateralization than males" (p. 570). rn additionr for the

corrigator muscles in the volunËary facial expression condiÈion, only

the fernales showed increased left muscle output (right hemispheric

i.nvolveuent) over right muscle outpuË, and ttany significant emotj-on-

related labilityr' (p. 570). Further evidence of Ehese sex d.ifferences
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coües from Borod et al (i980) in Ëheír study of the relationship between

facial asyrnmetry ("facedness").and type of emotion. They found that

females r¡¡ere lnore LateraLized (left-faced) for emotionally pleasant

facial expression (sirnilar Ëo the finding of schwarLz et ar, L979,

f.or a positive emotion) while males s/ere moïe Iateral-ízed for negaËive

expressions.

Taken together, these studies suggest two conclusions relevant

to Ëhe presenÈ study. The first is that females produce more alpha

r¡rave acËiviËy Ëhan ma1es, especially in the right hemisphere. sec-

ondly, females appear Ëo be more lateralÍzed in their electrophysio-

logical involvement with emotions, especially and perhaps exclusively

for rrpositive'r emot.ions. It would Ëhus appear more appropriate Èo

use females as the subjects for the present study, in light of the

slighËly greater probabiliËy of finding asyñrmetries in hemispheric

involvement as a function of Ëype of emotion.

Hemispheric Act.ívity and Location of Electrodes

The EEG sËudies díscussed above have used a variety of elec-

trode locaËj-ons utilÍzing all four lobes. Harmon and Rayts (L977)

study found heuispheric differences in the Ëemporal lobe while David-

son et al (Note 3) and Tucker et al (19si) found their differences

occuring in the frontal lobe. The parieËal lobe may also reflect,

hemispheric asynmeEríes i-n acËivaËion: Flor-Henry (L976a, l97g) in

reviewÍng some of his previoud studies, noted Ëhe differences in

the parietal and Eemporal lobes of norrnals and depressives as a

funcËíon of spatial or visual tasks. rn a ttcognítively neutral
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siËuationt', d.epressives showed an increase in right and left parietal

por./er, while during a visuospatial task, depressives had decreased

right parietal por¡rer and increased left parietal power. (Heilman

(Note 4) has also implicated. the right temporoparietal lobe in the

comprehension and location of affecËive speech, and in emoEional

"arousalt'.) Based on Davidson eË al (NoËe 3) and Tucker et alrs (i9s1)

sËudies aIone, hemispheric asyrrmetries in alpha activÍ-ty in this study

as a function of type of emoËion r¡¡ere expected in the frontal lobe.

However, since,the stimuli used here were technically neiËher verbal

nor visual/spatial (as Flor-Henry, 1979) and since David.son et aI

(tlote 3) and Tucker et al (1981) used Ëhe two oÈher lobes reflecting

previous heuispheric differences -- the temporal and parietal --. these

regions r,¡ere also examined.

Hypotheses

First, a Lhree-way interacËion between hemisphere, lobe and

Ëype of emoËion was predicted. For the front.al 1obe, great.eï alpha

activiËy T¡/as expecÈed in the left freuisphåe (greater rÍght herni-spheric

activation) with negative emoËions, and gïeater alpha activj-Ëy in the

right hemisphere (greaËer left hemÍspheric acËivation) Ëhan in the

left henisphere r¡ras expected wÍth positive emotíons" This patt,ern

of hemispherÍc alpha asyrÍmeËry is possible, but noË explicitly pre-

dicËed, wiËh the parietal and temporal lobes (in which case a heuis-

phere x emotíon int,eracÈion nay result) " second, an..association

betv¡een depression and. hemisphere r¡ras expecËed, usíng tn. ffi
ratio. As depression íncreases, greater rJ-ght hemispheric activatÍon
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T¡ras expected to be seen across emotions " This

in a significant positive relationship between

rat,io. No predicËions were made as to'whether

be reflect.ed in all lobds, or just the frontal

vras to be reflecËed

depression and Ëhe

this pattern rn¡ould

lobe.
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Method

Subj ects

A total of 62 female InËroducÈory Psychology students regis-

Ëered in the Intersession and Regular enrollment periods aË the Univer-

sity of Manitoba were used in this study. Á.11 subjects participated ín

order to satisfy Ëhe experimental requirements of their psychology course.

Of these subjects, 5 were utilized for the pret,est., and were

selected in. the following manner: the ent.ire InËersession Introduc-

tory Psychology class was first administered a three part question-

naire. This consisted of: a handedness survey designed by Racz--

kewski, Kalat and Nebes (L974); a seríes of Ëwo items inquiring as to

any hearing deficits the subject r"y'h".r.; and a series of Ëwo items

asking what was Ëhe first language the subject learned (see Appen-

dix A). From Ëhis sample, all females were selected who met the

crít.eria of English as first language, adequate hearing, and right

handedness (assigned on the basis of using LhaË side of the body

for at least, 12 of. the 14 activitíes listed on the questíonnaire,

r¿ith the constraÍnt that writing, kicking and throwing must be right-

sided). FÍve of these subjects were then randomly chosen for the

pretest, and were contracted to participate through the class

ins Ëructor.

Subjects for the experiuent proper were acquired through the

use of experimental sign-up booklets. The booklets had three re-

quirernents of subjects: Èhat they were female; right handed; and

had English as their first language. (upon arrival at Ëhe experimen-

tar chanbers, subjects completed Ëhe three-part questionnaÍre to
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check that the conditions were actually rnet.) Of the 57 experimental

subjecLs' tr^/o v¡ere eliminated from analysis because of having first.

learned a language other than English. Twenty-one subjects \^/ere also

eliminated from the analysis because of artifactual signals found

in 5 out of 6 EEG recording channels. Another 14 subjects r¡rere noË

included in the analysis because of computer failure occuring at

various trials, terminating the storing of EEG data for any tirals yet

Ëo be presented. Thus, there v/ere a ËoËal of 20 subjecÈs whose depres-

sion scores and EEG data were analyzed. Age ranged frorn lB to 54

years, with a mean of. 2I.9.

ApparaËus

Thís study ut.ilized Ëwo rooms. A sound-proofed equipment room

housed an B-channel Beckm4q multifrequency elecÈroencephalograph linked

Ëhrough an inËerface box to an S-100 Vect.or Graphic microcompuËer and

Ëerminal . A power score (which is a funcËion of amplitude and tíme) r¡¡as

used as a dependent measure. From each subject, zs6 signars per

second per channê4-, for a total of 150 seconds, vrere stored. on 51<

inch magneËic disks. Also in this room was the auditory equipment

consisting of. a sansui G-2000 stereo receiver/anplifier and a

Toshiba PC-3460 stereo cassette recorder-player. These insËrumenËs

ËransrnitËed the stimuli across a hall to a pair of sÈereo headphones

in a sound-proofed electrically shielded ITEEG chambert'. The chamber

consisËed of: a reclining ttEEG chair", a table, an elecËrode

terminal, inËo which the monopolar silver cup electrodes !/ere con-

nected, and an intercom linked to the equipment room.
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Stimulí

The auditory stimuli used in the pretest were 54 samples of

instrumentals and (nonverbal) sound effects, prerecorded on cassett.e

from a serectj-on of 33 rpm records. (These v¡ere chosen over ttlivett

recordings Ëo allow for Ëhe possibility of a replication of this

study.) The specific sounds used are given in Appendix B.

Each auditory sample, or stiuulus, v¡as of approximately 6 seconds

duration. The inËerstimulus interval was the time needed by a subject

to perform a series of ratings on each sound, with an average range

between 10 and 20 seconds.

From the pretest sËimuli, 30 sounds were selecÈed for use in

the experimenÈ. There were 10 sËimuli, or Ëïials, for each of the

three emotionar categories (negative, neuËral and positive). The

specific sounds used in the experiment are given in Appendix c.

The durat.ion of each sound was approximately 6 second.s with an

inËerstimulus interval of approximately 30 seconds (of silence).

This interval was seen as a coüpromise between sufficient length

to ninímize "carry-overtt effect,s from a previous stimulus, and. yet

shorË enough to also mi-niuize Ëhe subjectts fatigue, boredom and/or

disËracËíon.

For both the preËest and the experimental subjeets, the order of

the sËimu1u was random and constant. within each of these two subject

groups. (The preËest order was, of course, different from that used

in the experiment). The sound level of all sounds, on the average,

ranged between 54 and 61 db.
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Procedure

All subjects in this study \¡¡ere individually tested. A pretest

was first performed in order to select Èhe specific stimuli to be used

in the experiment" Prior to this point, the experimenter had chosen

equal numbers of sounds that in his judgement, v¡ere classifiable as

emotionally negative, neuËral and. positive, for a toËal of. 54 sounds.

The pretest subjectsr tasks v¡ere then to give their own opiníon as Èo

whether they felË emotionally negative, neutral, or positive about

each stimulus. Frou the group data, the stimuli that had the highest

agreenent in falling into each classification r¡/eïe then chosen for Èhe

experiment. The pretest r,üas also used Ëo evaluate any potenËial

difficulties in the use of the stereo equipment or the quest,ionnaire

used Ëo measure depression -- the cES-Depression scale (Radloff , 1977;

See Appendix D).

Pretest subjects first reported to the equipment room, where

they were briefed on Ëheir Ëask and administered the CES-Depression

Scale. The pretest was explained to them as an evaluation of peoplets

euotional reactions to a variety of sounds. Reassurances that Ehis

$/as not. a tesË of logic, but rather a survey of subjecËive experience

were given to the subjects. Subjects r.¡eïe then taken to the EEG chamber

and seated aË a table from whi-ch they raËed Ehe stimuli on a 54

secËion questionnaire (see Appendix E). Each section had 3 questions.

The first asked the subject which caËegory a partícular sound fiË inÈo,

giving 4 choices: emoËional1-y positive; emotÍonally neutral; emo¡ionally

negaËive; or ttdontË knovrtr. The second question asked the subject how

familiar they were with each sound, while the third asked theu how

much imagery Ëhey associated with Ëhat sound, BoËh of these questlons
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used a 5 point Lickert-Ëype scale, rvith possible responses ranging

from ttnot at a11rt or ttnone" (respectivery) to "very familiar,, oï

"a large emounËf' (respectively). After explaining Ëhe quesËionnaire

to the subject, and emphasizíng Ëhat she was not required. to place

an equal number of sounds in any category, she was Ëhen asked. to

close her eyes once the experimenter had. left the roon, opening Èhem

only for performing Ëhe rating for each sound. (Both this instruct.ion

and Ëhe use of the EEG chamber itself were done to increase sirnirar-

ities between the preËest and experiuenËal procedures.) The subjeet

was then fítted with the headphones, and. the experimenter left for

the equipilrent room, from which Ëhe sounds r¡rere ËransmiËted.. The inter-

com r,ras used by Ëhe experimenter to alert the subject just before the

first sound began, and used by the subject to ind.icaËe when she had

finished each rating. AfËer aLL 54 sounds had been rated, the subject

r¿as i-nformally questionned by the experimenter as to how emotionally

arousÍng Ëhe .-sounds T¡/ere, in general , and as to any sound.s which were

particularly arousing. subjects were then debriefed, with the purpose

of the depression scale (pretesÈing) and stimulus raËing sheets

(stiuulus selecËion for the experimenË) explaíned Ëo them.

The sËrategy used Ëo choose the 30 experimental st.imuli from

the 54 sËimuli presented to the pïetest subjects was d.icÈated by the

preconditions of each emotional category having relative equality in:

the farniliarity of its stimulí; the imagery of its stimuli; and ín

their proporËion of instrumentals and sound. effecËs. This involved,

Ëhe following general procedure: first, for each stimulus a Ëally

was made of the nunber of subjecËs placing it in each emoEional category
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(or Ëhe category of ttdontÈ know"). The pïetest stimuli were then

chosen as experiroental stimuli on the basis of the proportion of

agreement on Ëheir emotional classification. Sounds having 100%

agreement on Ëheir classification were chosen first, followed by

those with B0% agreement, and in some cases, Ëhose wíth 60% agree-

ment. Third, an"attempt eras made Ëo approximately equate the three

emotional eategories in the number of stimuli that were insÈrumentals

and sound effects. LasË, stj-muIi that were alike in both instrumenËal/

sound effect status and percentage agreement were chosen or eliminated

upon Ëhe basis of their mean familíarity and imagery scores. rn this

waY t 10 stimuli for each of 3 categories were chosen from the original

group of sËirauli.

Subjeets in the next stage of Èhe study (Ëhe ttexperimentrr) reported

to the equipment roortr, where it. was explained ËhaË they were partici-

paËing in an investígation of the effect of different sounds on I'brain

wave activityrr. The subjecË was also administered two questionnaires

in this room: the three part survey used to check for the handedness/

hearing/language requirement¡ and Ëhe CES-Depression Scale.

Subjects were then taken into the EEG cha¡ober and introduced as

to how the electrodes were attached" Each subjecË vras then fitted by

the experimenËer and an,'assistant with a- ground electrode (placed

behind the left ear), a reference elecËrode, and six active electrodes.

Place conformed Èo the ttTen-Twentyt' or rtrnternational'r syst.em (Jasper,

1958), with P, and PO sampling Ëhe left and righr parietal lobe;

T, and TO samplÍ.ng the left and righr remporal lobe; and F, and FO

sampling the left and right frontal 1obe, respectively (a11 referenced

Eo Cz). The subjectrs task $/as to simply reflect upon how Ehey rrfelËtt
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during each sound they heard, to be able to discuss Èhe stimuli in

general vrith the experimenter afterward. These instructions r¡rere

designed to minimize the auount of mental activity the subjecË had

to perform (and thus maintain a high amount of alpha activity) while

at the same ti-me providing some certainty Èhat the subjeetts atÈention

was focused primarily on the stimuli. Alpha activity was also enhanced

(and the chance of artifacËs reduced) by having subjects keep their

eyes closed throughout Ëhe stimulus presentaËion procedures. (The

lights in Ëhe EEG chanber were also Ëurned off prior to the sËimulus

presentation with Ëhe door partly closed, to facilitate this.) AfËer

answering any questions that the subjecËs had, the experimenter

carefully fitted then wiËh Ëhe headphones, and left for Ëhe equipmenË

room Ëo begin transmission of the stimulí. There, the experimenter

gave the subject notice through the ínt.ercou of when the first stimulus

would co ence Í.ot a conËínuous period of approximaËely 18 minuÈes.

Once the audio equÍpment r¡ras operaËional, Èhe experimenter at the begin-

níng of each trial manually acËivated the computer to begin EEG data

storage for a standard 5 second period. After each 5 second period,

the computer automaÈically Ëerminated sËorage.

After all 30 stímuli had been presenËed, the electrodes were rêmove¿

from Ëhe subject, and she was infonnally questionned as Ëo how emotion-

ally arousing the sËimuli v¡ere, and asked which sËimuli affected her mosË.

Experímental Design

/

The EEG data was collected for this study using a within-subjecÈs

design. There were three repeated measures fact.ors: Hemisphere
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(left or right), Emoti-on (negative, neutral or positíve) and Lobe

(fronta1, temporal or parietal). since all three varÍables were

discrete, a2x 3 x 3 repeatedmeasures anarysis of variancevras

able to be performed. As for the depression variable, red.uction in

Ëhe nrrmer of subjects \{ith complete EEG data precluded. dichotonizing

scores into trdepressedtt or ttnondepressedtr groups. As a continuous

variable, depression was able to be anaLyzed using a correlation

technique.
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Results

Pretest

The results of the stimuli selection procedure of the pretest

can be seen in the context of each emotional category. For Èhe

negative category, 5 of the stimuli chosen had 100% agreenent that

the sound was emotionally negative r¿hile the other 5 stimuli had B0Z

agreement. Eight of the stimuli were sound effects, while the oEher

t\^ro vrere instrumentals. The mean familiarity and imagery scores

were 3.36 and 3.84 respecËively. For the neutral cåËegory, 5 of

the sËímuli chosen }:'ad B0% agreement, and 5 stimuli t,ad 60"/" agree-

menË. As with the negative category, B sËimuli T^rere sounds effecLs

ar.d 2 were instrr:mentals. The mean familiarity and imagery scores

(across the 10 stimuli) were 3.42 and 3.38, respectively. For the

posiËive category, 5 stinuli had 100% agreement and 5 stimuli had

B0Z agreement, having the sane proportions as Ëhe negative category.

Five of Lhe stimulí were sound. effects, while the other 5 were instru-

mentals. The mean familiarity and iuagery scores were 3.92 an.d 4.00,

respectively.

To assess whether the three emotional caÈegories differed

significanLly in the fauriliarity and imagery associated with their

stimuli, a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed.

Using emotional category as the Índependent variable, separate

ANovAts T¡rere done for each of the dependent variables. Given the

sma1l sample size for each, Ëhe tests r¿ere made more lLberal through

the use of an error rate of 0.10. A (sphericity) test for violaÈion

of the assumpËion of compound symmetry v/as computed for each ANovA.



The assumpËion r¿as not found to be significantly violated

faniliarity (p)O.Og) or imagery p> 0.55). The effecr of

category on faudliarity failed to be found significant (F

p) O.ZO¡ as Ì¡/as irs effect on imagery (I (2,8) = 2.3g, p)

indicating that the stimuli chosen for Ëhe three emotions

significantly differ along these dimensions. After this

no further nodifications were made t,o the thirty sound.s to
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for either

emotional

(2,8) = 1.97,

o. 1s)

did not

poinË,

be used

as experimental stimuli.

In couparing the experimenterts original emotional classifica-

t.ion of stimuli with the pretest subjecËst, several d.ifferences

appeared. Two orÍginally neutral stimulí were classified by subjects

as positive, with B0% agreement, and another neutral stimulus Ì^ras

classífied by subjecLs as negaËive, v¡ith 1002 agreement. rn addi-

Ëion, ten of Ëhe original 54 stimuli were classified by at least

one subject as "dontt know". of these stimuli, four sound.s had.

the mosË agreemenË as a negative sËimulus, three had the most agree-

ment as a neutral stímuIus, one had the rnost agreemenË relatively

evenly spready across all four categories, and two sound.s had the

most agreement as a ttdontt knornrtt.

EEG Data

Each subjectrs magnetic disk had stored on Ít a total of

23or400 separate data points (256'sarnples/second x 5 seconds/triaI x

30 trials x 6 channels). I^Iith 20 subjects, this amounted Ëo over

Qt-, mj-rf,j.on data points for this dependenË varlable alone. clearly,

much of the handling of the data r¿as ínvolved in iÈs reducËion.
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An off-line scoring program in BASrc performed Fast Fourier

Transforms to get a powerscore for al1 frequencies. Those beÈween

B and 13 Hz were then anaLyzed furËher. Selecting seconds two, three,

and four for each trial, the program averaged over each second., Ëo

produce a mean alpha level in a seeond-by-second basis for each

of 6 channels for each of 30 trials, resulting in 540 data points

per subject. This data was Ëhen output to a printeï as each of the

dat.a points \,ras computed. After each subjectrs data r¿as printed.,

a second progran was used to average over trials and seconds, to

yield a value of alpha for each emotional condition of each lobe of

each hemisphere.

A 3 (Enotion) ,x 3 (Lobe) x 2 (Henisphere) repeated measures

analysis of variance was Ëhen applied to this data. sphericity

ÈesËs that were conducted along v¡ith the analysis indicated thaË the

ass¡rmptíon of compound. syurnetry rnras significanËIy vi.olated for Ëhe

effecr of Lobe (p (0.00001), and Lobe x Emorion (p(0.007). As a

result, the Greenhouse-Geisser (1953) correction \¡/as applied to the

¿ value of the F test to uake ít more conservative (reflecËed in

Table 1). The assumption faíled to be found significantly violated

for the effects of Emoríon (p)0.15), Emotion x Hemi.sphere (p)0.61),

Hemisphere x Lobe (p70.07) and Henlsphere x Emotíon x Lobe (p) 0.35).

Insert Table 1 about. here

Table I reveals that. three

cant impact upon alpha acËívity;

effects were found

Emorion (¡' {2,38) =

to have a signifi-

2.5L, p (0.04),
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Table 1

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
Heniisphere x frnotion x Iobe

Source p p("di)"MSdf

Hem
E'rror

ftnot
E'r¡or

Hem x tnot
E:ror

Iobe
Eìrror

Hein x lobe
Error

ftnot x lobe
E'r¡or

HemxtrÏnotxlobe
E'rror

1

t9

2
38

2
38

2
38

2
38

4
?6

+
?6

o,o77g2 0.2I
0.08428

o.Lltt+s 3. 5I
o,031,77

0.001 60 0.69
o.00235

I.32690 8.26
o.L606L

o.16+66 3J6
o, o48gg

o. 00386 L .2g
o.0o2gg

0.00186 o.g6
0.0021 B

0.6500

0.0400

o, 51L6 -

0.0010 0.0070

0,0453

o,28L4 0.29?2

0.4945

Note" Hem: Hemisphere. tnot: ftnoti-on.
aGreenhouse-c.eisser 

ad.justed- probability for effects having signifi-
cantly violated- the assunption of compound. assyrnetry¡



Lobe (F (2,38) = 8.26, p (0.007)

3.51, p(0.045). The effecrs of

Emotion x Lobe (F (4,76) = I.29,

Lobe (F (4,76) = 0.86, p/ O"+O¡

significant.
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and Hemisphere x Lobe (! (2,38) =

Hemisphere (F (1,19) = 0.21, p>0.65);

p)O.ZA) and. Hemisphere x Emotion x

failed to be found statistically

The main affect for EmoËion is presented in Figure 1, indi-

cating that alpha activiËy across hemispheres and lobes appeared to

increase as emotional stimuli became more positive. Visual inspec-

tion reveals thaË the least alpha is produced in response to emotion-

ally negative stimuli (M = 0.73498; SD_: 0.28544), with a moderate

amount of response Ëoemot.ionally neutral stímuli (U = 0.77706,

SD = 0.3257A) and the greatest amount. of alpha in response Èo emotion-

ally posiLive stimuli (M =0.7942I; SD = 0.34145).

Insert Figure I about here

Although the main effect for Ernotion \¡zas significant, post hoc

Tukey nultiple (pairwise) conparisons Ëhat were later performed on

Ëhe data failed to reflect signífícant differences ín alpha acti-

vity between the negatíve and neutral emotions (S (3138) = 1"06,

p)O.OS) the neutral and positíve emotíons (g (3,38) = 0.43,

p)0.05) or the negaËive and neutral emotions (g_(3r38) = L.49,

p )0.0s).

As for Ëhe other significant factor, Lobe, iË was found that

across emotions and hemj.spheres, alpha activiËy was signÍficantly

affected by Ehe location of the elect,rodes. InspecËion of the means

suggests that the paríetal lobe produces the greatest amount of
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Figure 1.
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Alpha activity as a functíon of type of emotíon.
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alpha acËiviry (M = 0 "87696; sD = 0"23473) wirh atpha acriviry
appearing to decrease in the anterior 1obes. The temporal lobe

has an intermediate amounr of alph" (g = 0.76233; SD = 0.27648),

t"¡ith Èhe frontal lobe seeming to have the least amount of alpha

aetivity (I_=0.7942L; SD = 0.34145). This inrerpreration, however,

must. be tempered by the significant Lobe x Hernisphere interacÈion

displayed in Fígure 2.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Although the s¡me general statemenË of apparently greater alpha

actívi-ty being produced in Ëhe posËeríor lobes sti1I ho1ds, Ëhe

left and right heuispheres seem Ëo have different patterns Ín re-
flecting this. The frontal and parietal lobes appear to have

greater right hemispheric alpha activity relative to the left hemis-

phere, while Ëhe temporal lobe appears to have greater left heurispheric

activity relaËíve to the right hemisphere. Hemispheric differences

appear Ëo be greatest i-n the frontal lobe, with a mean right ,

hemisplr.tic alpha of 0.70530 (sD = 0.26254) as compared ro 0.62g60

(P =0.20692) for rhe lefr hemisphere (See Table 2). However,

post hoc scheffe nulËiple comparisons failed to evidence a signi-

ficant difference in alpha activity between the henispheres at the

frontal lobe (F (2,38) = 0.547, p)O.OS¡, remporal lobe (!_(2,38) =

0.484, p> 0.05) or parieral lobe (F (2,38) = 0.238, p) 0.05).

Moreover, significant differences in alpha activity failed Ëo be

found between the three lobes in eiÈher the left or righË hemispheres

(a11 F 's (f .7, p7 0.05).
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Fígure 2.
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Alpha activlty as a funcÈlon of lobe and hemísphere'
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Insert Table 2 about here

To obtain an overall score representing laËeral balance of

alpha, the left and right henisphere scores for each subject were

then converted to the ratio of the differenee score between the left

and right hemíspheres, divided by their sum ( |j{ alpha). This

ratio represents the size of Ëhe left hemispherefs abundance of

alpha activíty, relative to the right hemisphere (proportionaËe

Ëo the total alpha activity). A negative value would thus repre-

senL a right hemispheric abundance of alpha actívity relative to

the left heuisphere. These raËios were then used to exnmine Ëhe

relationship between alpha act.ivity and a subjectrs level of depres-

sion.

Depressíon Data

A subjecËrs total score on the CES-Depression Scale was used

as the index of depression. Each of 20 iËems had a possible value of

0 to 3, with sr¡'nmed scores ranging from 0 to 60. Higher scores on

the scale represented greater amounts of depression. rt was found

ÈhaË subjectsr scores in thís study ranged from 0 to 25. The mean

score was 11.80, wíth a standard deviation of 6.93. Five subjects

were found to have scores higher Ëhan 16, whích Radloff (1977) uses

as an arbitrary critical value for ttdepressiontt.

When the depression scores T^rere correlated with the mean alpha

activity ratio, a moderately sized inverse relationshÍp was found
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Table 2

Mean Alpha Activity as a function of Hemisphere and. Iobe

Statistic

Hemisphere Iobe M SD

Ï.eft Fbontal

Temporal

Parii.etal

0,62860

0.796I?

o.86030

0.20692

o.28787

0.4269?

Ri-ght trbontal

Temporal

Paríetal

0.7053O

0¿7?81+9

0.89362

o.2625Ì+

o.26509

o.45587
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between the two variables (. = 0 "445). This accounted for approx-

inately L9.8"Á of the variance in their scores. A two-tailed t-test

used to assess this relationship found iË to be statisfically sig-

nificant (df = 18, p<0.049). Thus, acïoss conditíons, a significant

íncrease in left (compared to right) superiority in alpha production

is associated with a d.ecrease in depression. since the H ratio

is the ínverse c- L - Rrf the Lfr ratio, this result can be stated in

terms of the right hemisphere, wi-th a significant increase in

right (relative to left) hemispheric alpha producÈion beíng associated

with an increase in depressed mood.

Informal Comments

During Ëhe informal quesËioning of subjects after the pretest

and experiuenË, two similarities vrere seen in Ëheir repoïts. First,

subjects claiued thaË, in general, the sounds had either an euotional

effect upon them at some poíntr or had emotionally ttarousedrt them

in some way. secondly, subjects felt at least two different strong

emotional reponses, corresonding Ëo the categories of "positivert and

I'negativerr feelings. ReporËs of the duration of these feelings

(not asked of all subjects) were typicaltry rra fer,¡ secondstt. (The

longesË duration was reported by a pretest subject, who claimed

that the sound of a woman screamj-ng disturbèd her Ëhroughout Ëhe

nexË few sounds.) Although no consistent símilarities were found

in the specific stimuli subjects had been mosË aroused by, Èhey

seemed Ëo have little variaËíon in their general degree of arousal

(low to moderate),
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Discussion

The results of this study were noË found to support either of the

experimental hypotheses, using alpha activity as an inverse index of
cortical activation. Nonetheless, the resulÈs associated with each

hypothesis provided an opporËuníÈy for speculatíng on variables

that may prove of importance in developing neuropsychological models

of emotion and depression.

Three signíficant effects emerged from the data analysís. The

main effecÈ of euotion will be discussed both as a possible method-

ologícal artífact, and as havíng possible theoretical relevance Ín
definíng the reference points of an emoti-onal continuum. rnter-
pre't'aÈion of the main effect of lobe will be rnitígated by its
ínteracËion with hemisphere. This interactíon will be seen as

providl.ng some support for the importance of the frontal lobe in
emotíonal processíng. Each of these signifÍcant effects, and the

experiuental hypotheses, are discussed below.

Cortj.cal Activatíon and Emotion

The effect of emotion r¡as found to influence actÍvation across

regions of the cerebral cortex. The pattern of the results suggested

that as emotions become more negaËive, activation increases. rt
was particularly díffícult to interpret whether this finding had

theoretÍcal importance' or whether it r¿as an artifact of the method-

ology used- several factors conÈrÍbuted to this: no posË hoc

pairwJ-se comparisons between emotions were found sfgniflcant; no
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interacËions involving emotÍon were found sígnificant; no experi-

mental hypotheses on the main effect of euotion were made; and no

previous EEG literature appears to have discussed emotion in isola-

tion from other variables (such as lobe or hemisphere). Hence,

consídeiation must be given to both methodological and. theoretical

issues

one aspect of rnethodology that may be related to the emotion

effect is t.he di.fference in the nr:mber of insÈrumenÈals and sound

effects used in each cate gory. rn contrast to the negative and.

neutral emotions, the positf.ve category had three uore instru-

mentals ámongst its stimulí. trtlhether the possibly uore "soothing"

nature of the ínstrumentals led - Ëo apparenÈly ress corËical ac-

tivity is difficult to assess, sínce no líÈerature on Ëhe subject

could be for:nd. Another uethodological- Íssue may be the sound level

andfot frequeney of the sounds used in each emoËional category.

The negative sounds, apparently evokf.ng Ëhe greatest amount of

activityr rray have done so due to greaËer frequency or sound levels.

However, no detailed records of these variables were made. Like

the fírst uethodological íssue, then, the importance of these dif-

ferences remains dífficult to assess. Given that the tr^ro experimental

hypotheses hrere not confÍrmed, any possible methodologícal differences

may have served to obscure expecËed ftndings.

AlÈernately, the emotíon effect may be of theoretical iuportance.

Although iË is not seen as theoretically signJ-ffcant 1n rel-aËion to

Èhe hypotheses, ít may have implications for the study of emotlons in

general. rt ís interestíng to note that fev¡ lateral-ity studfes of

emotion include a "neutral'r emotíonal condiËion. Indeed, with respect
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Ëo the EEG literaËure on emotion, no studÍes were found that expmined

"neutra1" emotion. Thís practice may reflect the belief that "neutral"

emotion is at the bottom of an emotional continuum. The results of

this study suggest, however, thaË ttneutraltt emoËion occupies an

intermediate position on an emotLonal continuuu, at least wíËh regard

to cortical activation. The neutral caËegory appeaïed to elicit greater

activation in relation to posiËfve emotions, but less activatíon to

negative emotions. Moreover, responses from pretest subjects are

seen as índicative that neutral emotion ís a phenomenologf.cal

entiËy as well as a psychophysical one. of the ten stimuli cate*

gorízed by at least one subject as t'dontt know", only Ëhree sËímuli

has the uost agreenent as a neutral stimulus. (Nor were subjects

relucËant to use the caÈegory of I'dontt know", wíth a proporËion

of.70/54¿) rt would seen, then, that the neutral condition r^ras noË

regarded by subjects as equivalent to a "donrt know", or an undefined

category. rnstead, iÈ appeared to have as valid a phenornenological

existence as Ëhe positive and negatfve emotions.

Apart from the issue of neutral emotion, the pretesË and

experimental results above may also have a related theoretical im-

plication, in the forrnulatíon of a model of an emoËional scale. This

scale r^rould be seen here as a contínuurn of negativíty. At one end of

the continuum would be a negative state that is phenomenologically

unpleasant and electrophysiologically arousing. The findíng of

apparently greatest cortical activity wÍth the negative stimuli in

thís study is consistent r¿ith theories of affect that associate hÍghly

activaËed or arousal states wíth phenomenological pain or unpleasant-

ness, such as "drive" states- (cf. Gray, LgTr). At the other end of the
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cóntinuum would be a positive sËate that ís experienced phenomeno-

1ogica1ly as the absence of "negativity". The apparently inter-

medíate posiÈion in cortical activity of neutral emotion (relatíve

to the two end points) Ëhat was found in this study is consistent

r^rith this conception. Logically, neutral emotion would have an

intermedíate amount of "negativity", and a corïesponding intermediate

level of activation. trrrhile this kind of model has been constructed

out of speculatíon, the assocLation beÈween negative emotion and

apparently greater cortical activation may be of use in testíng

current Èheoriès of emotion and motf.vation, and in developing ne\ÀI

models.

Asvuunetrícal Hemispheric Activatfon and Lobe

The effecË of lobe was found to influence activaÈion acïoss

hemispheres. Examined in isolatÍon from other significant effecËs, ít

appeared that cortícal acËivation was greatest in the anterior regions

of the brain. Any interpïetation, however, must be tempered by the

significant ínteïaction between lobe and hemísphere. Examination

of this effect suggested a similar pattern of apparently greater

activation ín the anterior regions, but wfth each side of the lobes

reflectíng Ëhe pattern differently. For the fronÈal and parieËal

lobesr the left hemísphere appeared more activated than the right

hemlsphere, while this asyrmetry was reversed 1n the Ëemporal 1obe.

rnÈerpretaËíon of this effect was largely speculatlve Ín light

the nonsígnificant post hoc differences and cautious in light

less alpha activiËy typically being found in the anterlor lobes

of

of
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(Stern, Ray & Davis, 1980). It vras, however, seen as valuable

to drar^r paral1e1s between this finding and two areas of research.

First, the apparently greater activation of the frontal lobe

is consistent with the ímportance to emotional processing thaË the

EEG studies on normals have assÍgned this regíon (e.g., Tucker et al,

1981; Davidson eË al, Note 3). Tucker er al (19s1) also ínterprer

studi-es on clinícal populations such as Flor-Henry (1976b) as irnpli-

catíng the I'anterior" area of the brain ín "psychiatric d.epression".

However, these studies further specify the right frontal lobe as

ímporËant to emotional processing, while the present study found a

trend for greater left frontal actívatíon. This suggesÈs that

further research ís necessary before such specificity is supported.

Secondly, certain anatomical studies and investigations of brain-

damaged subjects have implicated Ëhe frontal lobe wíth emotional

processing. In Ëheir rev-iew of this subject, Heilman and Valenstein

(1980) coûment on the t'strong reciprocal connections" (p. 78) be-

trn/een the frontal lobe and the lirnbic system, which is highly in-

volved with emotional arousal (e.g. Daube & Sandok, l97B). Heilman

and valenstein (1980) then outlíne the psychological effecËs of

frontal lobe lesions. Individuals with d.orsolateral frontal lesions

appear emotionally "flat", despite havíng appropriate cognítive

abilities. (Certain lÍnbic system lesions produce a sinilar blunted

affecË.) Alternately, orbÍËofronËal lesions seem to exaggerate

affect, wíth inappropriat.e anger, sexual behav-ior and irriËabillty

being found as conrmon affects.

It would appear then, Èhat the trend for greater frontal activa-

Èfon in response to emotional stimuli found ín thís study is consis-
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tent with a variety of ev-idence that suggests it has an important

role in affective processing. Directions for fuËure research are

tr+ofold. First, investigators should try to integraËe the literatuïe

on noraals and clinical populations by more often including samples

of both groups in theír research. secondly, attention must be

foeused not only on the different hemíspheres as has been done in

Ëhe past, but also on the different fonns of emotion. These may

include comprehension, subjective experience, evocation, and/or

arousal thresholds. As r¿ill be seen in the discussion of Ëhe

hypotheses below, the importance of the form of the emotion has yet

to becoroe clear.

CorËical Activation: Euotion and Hemisphere

The first hypothesis predf.cted greater acti-vation of the right

frontal lobe relative to the left ín response to ernoËionally negative

stimuli and a greater activation of the left frontal lobe relative

to the right in íËs response to emotionally posítive stimuli. This

lüas not supporÈed when the Ëhree-way interaction between hemisphere,

emotion and lobe failed Ëo be found statisËicálly significanË.

Thus, the results of both Davidson eË al (Note 3) and Tucker et al

(1981) rüere not replicated Ín this regard. rn aËtempting to account

for this difference, meËhodologícal j-ssues are of obvious importance.

Two m¡jor differences in proeedure are evident between these trn¡o

studÍes and the present one: the subjecËrs mental actívity 1eve1; and

the type of "emoËíonal" sÈimulÍ used. rn the oËher studles, subjecËs

were given specíflc tasks to complete while being subjected to the
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euotional stimulation. Tucker et,alts (19sI) subjects were required

to either silently add nuubers, or maintain a vísual image of a

butterfly, or fireworks, vrhile Davidson et alrs (Note 3) subjects

manipulated a pressure-sensitive knob to indicate their dÍs/like

of a television segrnent. rn contrasË, subjects of this study r4/ere

sirnply asked to reflect upon how each stiuulus affect.ed them, r¿íthout

having to make a quantitative judgement, or to engage in any oËher

task-related activity. The importance of this dÍfference, however,

is difficult to assess. Since the combination of memory, intellectual

and emotional tasks given to subjects in these stud.ies would. specifi-

ca11y ímplicate Ëhe prefrontal area (Daube & sandok, l97B) ir is

possible that the frontal lobe must be uore acËivated than other

cortical areas to reflect asytrmetrical alpha activity as a function

of emotional stimulation. This is consistent with this studyrs finding

of only a trend towards greater (relative) frontal lobe activation.

Iühether or not the front.al lobe was, indeed,, rel-atively more activated

ín Èhe other studies is difficulr ro assess. Tucker et a1 (l98l) did

not compare lobes, but performed, insËead, a separate anarysis for each

lobe. hd, although Davidson et al (wote 3) díd find a signifÍcanË

interaction effecÈ between lobe and emoÈion, they reported Ëheir data
R-Lusing the ËH alpha raËio, which prohibits comparísons of hemis-

pheric activiÈy per se between lobes.

Inplications for Ëhis issue are Ëwofold. Fí.rst, the task demands

on a subj ect vøhi1e being emotÍonally stinulaÈed may prove Ëo be an

ímportant variable in future electrophysiological studies of affect.

Not only should fuEtrre studies províde dffferent tasks, as Tucker et al
(198r) did, but also provide a condition v¡ithout a forrnal task, as
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rìras used in the present study. secondly, the question of prefrontal

actirrity relative to other cortícal areas appears an important one.

Should "overactivíEy" ín this area be found. a necessary cond.ition for

greater ríght hemispheric activation (relative to the left) in response

to emotíonal-ly negative stimuli (and vice versa for positÍve stimuli),

this may be a very specific phenomenon, with much less theoretícal

importance than certain studies ar,¡ard it (especially in light of the

possible infrequency of consi-sËent "overactivation" of Ëhis area

relative to other cortical areas; Daube & Sandok, 1978). Alternately,

it nay be of importance in furËher delineatíng areas that are specifíc

to emotional processing. (For exauple, an ttemotional processing areatt

within the prefrontal lobe may be defj.ned as a regíon Ëhat is account-

íng for mosË of the variance in dífferentíal actívation during emo-

tíonal stimulatíon.) Certainly, an examination of prefrontal actívity

relative to other areas of the cortex may prove of use in future

studies in better understandÍng Ëhe complexitíes of cerebral involve-

ment wiÈh euotíon. rt is unfortunate that the present study appears

to be alone in regarding lobe as a crítical independent varíable ín

thís literature.

The other major methcidological difference between this study and

previous ones is their use of stímuli that are specific to each

subjectts personal definition of emotionally "negaËive" or "posítíve".

Davidson et alts staËisËica1 analysís was based only upon the two T.v.

segments Ëhat each subject judged as most negative and most posíËive.

NoË surprísingly, they found the same results when subjecËs self-

generated their own positíve and negative affecËive imagery. The

procedure used by Tucker et al (1981) can also be seen as a modification
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of Ëhe self-generated emotion procedure, in that after direct,

textbook descriptíons of a negative and positive mood (.depression

and euphoria, respectively) each subject "vras given one minu¡s ¡t

reflect on a relevant personal affective memory to enhance the

mood" (p. r72). Thi.s is arso consistent with Harman and Ray's (1977)

finding a differentíal hemispheric activaËion (.in the temporal lobeè)

¡vith the use of a procedure based in part upon subjectsr personal

recollections of very emotionally arousfng situati-ons. In contrast,

the pretest procedure in the present study selected stimuli on a

group basís, rather than an individual basis. Moreover, informal

questíoning of subjects after Ëesting found considerable variation

in the sËimuli that subjects had been most affected by. rt is thus

possible that the patËern of results found in Davfdson et al (Note 3)

and Tucker et a1 (1981) were dependent upon having subject-specific

stimuli. rf so, it remains to be speculated as to why this would

be of imporËance.

At a simplistÍc leve1, emoËional stiuulation Ëhat ís specific

to the indívídual implies some guarantee that the subject is, indeed,

emotíonally aroused. Yet, from i-nformally gathered information after

testing, all subjects in the present study appeared to have been

aroused, as we1l. Perhaps a more importanË variable, then, is not

arousal itself, but the 1evel of emotional arousal. From Tucker et al

(1981) and Harroan and Ray's (1977) descriptions, subjecrs appear Lo

have experienced. a relaËively int.ense level of arousal, while

Davídson et alrs (tlote 3) nethodology of choosi-ng to anaryze the most

posÍtive and negaËive stimuli for each subject suggests:this. rn

contrasË, informal questioning of subjects in the present study found
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Ëhem at a low to moderaËe level of arousal during emotional stimu--

laËion. Apart from serving an obvious purpose of providing enough

affect with which to detect differences, intensity as a variable

has at least tr¿o theoretical implications. First, the possibility

thaË an atypical level of emotional experience generates hemÍspheric

asymmetries in activation is consistenË with theories that viev¡

hemispheric asyurmetries in .activation as an abnormality, indicaËive

of psychopathology (cf. Gruzelier, 1981). Gainorri (1979) supporrs

an association betv¡een high levels of depressive affect, clínical

depression, and abnormalities in right hemispheríc activaÈion, with

a similar association between euphoria and the 1efÈ hemisphere. Flor-

Henry (L979) has also proposed a model of increased left and righÈ

hemispheric rractivityrr in menia and depression. secondly, Heilman

(uote 4), from hís work with brain-damaged subjects, has ímplicaËed

the righË temporoparietal region with (negative) emotional arousal.

The finding by Harmon and Ray (1977) of hemispheric asyuunerries in.'.

the Ëemporal lobe using apparently highly aroused subjects indicaÈes

that asymeÈrical heuispheric activation as a function of emoËíonal

sËinulation is noË exclusj-ve to the fronËal lobe, adding importance

to Heilm¡nrs fínding. rt would seemrthen, that the inËensity of

emotional arousal is another variable worthy of investigation in

fuËure studies, ideally wiËh lobe included as anoÈher factor in the

design. This would involve each subject arrangíng an emoEional

tthierarchytt prior Èo any EEG recording.

In attempËing to integrate the two methodological dífferences

beËween this study and the relevant others, a third and perhaps critical

disËinction becomes c1ear. Inlhereas subjects in Ëhe present study
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\¡/ere sínp1y experiencing emotional stimulation, subjects in the other

sËudíes r¡ere also producing emotional stimulation. Their combination

of task and stimuli is seen as engagíng them in the evoking of

particular emotional sËates, basically using affecËive reca1I and

imagery (Ëo rrrelive" past emotional experienees). Although distinc-.-

tions beËween emoËional comprehension, evocation and subjective

experience are frequently made in the líterature on brain-damaged.

populations (e.g., Heilman, I976; Heiluan & ValensLein, l9S0), Èhis

practice ís noË common in the lít.erature on neurologieally "íntacE"

subjects. rt would appear that. the conclusions of investigators

in Ëhis area need Èo be uoïe specific in thís regard. whether or

not Tucker eË a1 (1981) and Davidson et alrs (Note 3) findings are

exclusive to self-evoked emot,ional states cannot be assessed frou

the results of Ëhe present study. Further, any study of the self-

evoking of emoËion would be hard pressed to sepaïate its efforts frou

the simultaneous experiencing of these emotions. (Note that "evoca-

Ëionrr is not. equivalent to 'texpression".) rt ís seen as worthwhile,

however, for future sËudies Lo contrast hemispheric activaËion in

response to emot.ional experience alone v¡iÈh differential activation

in response to emotional evocaËion/experience.

Asyrmetrical Hemispheric Activat.Íon and Depression

The second hypothesis of this study predicted a significant

posi-tive relatÍonship between depressÍon and right hemíspheric acti-

vation (relative to Ëhe left hemisphere) " This was not supported. when

a significanË negatlve relationship was found between Èhese two
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variables. Hence, opposite to v¡hat ruas predicted, right hemispheric

acËivíty (relative to the left hernisphere) significantly decreases

as depression increases. Alternately, left hernispheric activiÈy

(relative to the right hemisphere) significantly increases as

depression increases. This finding is divergent from previously

discussed sLudies which suggested increased relative right hemispheric

acËivation in d.epressives using EEG measures (drElia & perrís, 1973;

Flor-Ilenry et al, 1975) and EDA measures (Gruzelier & Venables,

1974; Myslobodsky & Horesh, 1978). rt is also seen ad inconsistent

wíth the increase in right hemispheric activaËion as a function of

negative emotion (relative to the 1efË henisphere) that was found

by Davidson et a1 (Note 3) and Tucker er al (lg8i).

This interesËing finding, however, can be seen to suppor

studi.es Ëhat associate depression with a decrease in Ëhe uental

'rcapaciËy" of the ríght heuisphere. Flor-Henry (r976b) and GoldsLein,

Filskov and l,Ieaver (1977) found that depressed psychiatric paËientst

performance in neuropsychological tests such as the Halstead-Reítan

battery were indicaËive of a right henispheric dysfunction. YozawíEz

and Bruder (Note 5) found thaË patients r^riËh affective d.isorders

performed símilar to paËients with right hemisphere lesions on

neuropsychological t.esËs. sinilar results have been reporËed with

"normal" college students. rn pilot r¿ork that Tucker et a1 (198r)

did wíth depression and imagery quesËíonnaires, they found that

subjects wiËh greater depression scores had poorer imagery

performance. AtËribuËing imagery functíons to the right hemisphere,

they suggested that Itthís fíndíng suggests Èhat nild depressíon Ín
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nor-Inal persons may coincide r,¡ith 
" ,roar"""ble decremenË in the informa-

tion-processing capaciËy of the right half of the brain" (p. i7o).

They then pursued this possibility by comparing subjectsr performance

at a left and right henisphere-specific task under negative and

posit.ive mood induction procedures. (These consisËed of direct

suggestions of euphoric and depressíve behavior/uood to subjecËs

under a hypnotic trance.) ft was found thaL when subjects were gíven

the negative mood treatmenË, Lheir performance at a ríght hemisphere

task of forurulating visual images was impaired. rn contrast, the

left hernisphere Ëask invorving arithmetic computations and word

problems was unaffected. Taken together, these resulËs ind.icate

Ëhe possibility of a perfornance decreuent in the right hemispheres

of depressives (coupared to nondepressíves). since hemispheric

asyrnmeËries in activaËion have been found to reflect theiï relative

superiority at a Ëask (cf. Galin, Johnstone and Herron, 1978) it

is also possible Èhat any performance decrement in the right hemisp¡"r"

is associated with (or can be interpieted as) a relative decrease

in activatÍon. The assoeiation beËween a relative righË hemispheric

acËivaËion and an increase in depression found in the present study

is consistent wiËh this possibilíty. Research ËhaË is designed Ëo

sÍmultaneously assess hemisphere-specific performance and hemispheric

activation would be of great. value in understandíng the complex

effecËs of emotional stimulation.

In attempËing Ëo reconcíle the literature above v¡ith the experi-

menËal hypothesis, one speculatíon that night be made is the possíbility

that invesËigators are tapping different, aspecÈs of depressive sympÈoma-

tology. Depression surveys are typically a srrm sf a variety of
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physical complaints and emotional experienees -- potentially two

subjects with different sJ¡mptomatology could. have Lhe same depression
t'score". The results of perris & Monakhov (1979) suggest that these

differences may lead to different patterns of hemispheric activation.

collecting EEG daÈa from depressed subjects, they found that greater

depressive affecË T,ras associated v¡ith a greateï leve1 of actívation

in the ríght precentral region. However, with s)¡mptoms of anxíety

and rrruminaËíve ideationrr, they found an association between an

increase in these complai-nts and an increase in left frontal activa-

tíon. And Tucker (1981), in his review of literature on lateralized.

functioning and eu.oËion, concludes that tra more specific under-..

sÈanding of brain function in emoËional dísorders requires greater

specificity in the psychopathological phenomena exanined" (p. 27).

rn light of Ëhe contradictory findíngs that have been discussed

here, this reconmendaËion should be pursued j-n fuËure sËudies.
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Surmary

rn díscussing the results of this sËudy, an attenpË has been

made Ëo integrate different areas of investigation, and to provid.e

directíons for fut.ure research in these aïeas that will assist in

Ëhe formulation and testing of neuropsychological models of

emotj.on and depressíon. Although the role of the right hemisphere

in the experience of negative emotion- and depression j-s not yet

clear, variables that may be of ímportance in examining this rela-

tionship have become clear. rÈ is also apparent that, the iuplica-

tions of this area of ínvestigation are widespread, in light of the

role thaË euoËíonal experience plays in hr¡man life, especially

negative emoËions. Perhaps Shakespeare besL expressed the urgency

in sËudying ËhÍs effect:

ttCanst thou not minister to a mincl diseased;
Pluck from the memory a rooted sorro\^r;
Raze ouË the vrritten Lroubles of the brain;
And, \^rith some sweet oblivious antidote,
Cleanse the foul bosom of that perílous sËuff
Which weighs upon the heart?"

The search for Ëhe ttanË-idotett continues.
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EXPERIITÍEI{T''ECHO {NE.'

Nane

Telephone Number

lf**

Thls 1s a survey to d.lscover whlch hand.
tasks. Clrcle L lf ¡ou perfo::m the task wlth
perform the task with your rlght hand; clrele
well l¡ith both hands. Assu¡ne that your hand.s
before attemptlng each task.

l,Ilth whtch hand d.o you:

you r¡se ln the following nanuaL
your left hand; clrcle R lf you
B lf you perform the task equally
are empty (except as indlca{ed.)

SexMF Age

1. d.raw?

2. write?

3. renove the top ca¡ù of a deck of cards (i.". d.ealing?)

4. use a bottle opener?

5. throw a baseball to hit a target?

6. use a ham¡ner?

7. use a toothbrush?

8. use a screwd.rlver?

9. use an eraser on paper?

10. use a tennls racÈet?

11. use sclssors?

L2. hold a match when strlking it?
!3. stìr a llquld or semi-solld?

14. on +¡hlch shoulder do you rest a bat before sr+lnging?

' lêJÉlt

LRB

LNB

LRB

LRB

LRB

LRB

LRB

IRB
LR3

LRB

LAB

LRB
LRB

LRB

15. How nany of

76. lihat is the

t7. At what age

18. Do ¡rou have

L9. If so, what

¡rour innedlate famlly are 1eft-hand.ed.?

flrst language that you learned?

dld you learn to speak English?

any problens wlth your heari-ng?

klnd. of problems are you presently experier6ing?
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.NEGATIVE

7, sguad- car

2. wonan screaming

3. battle scene

+. "monsters" roaring

5. pigs grunting

6. hippopotamus

7. lion

B. hyrax

9. !¡ild.ebeast

10. "School in flanes" fron

11 . Dracu]-a and. victim

72. moans and grr:ans

L3. growling d-og

14. banging shutter

75. creaky door

I6. Frankenstein

I7. "The Droid-" from Alien

18. "Pup vs Ad.ul-t" in Music

4* Sound-s for Pretest

Ca:rie

of Wolves

NEUTRÀL-

L horses galloping

2. boat whistles

3. seagulls feed.ing

+. geese, honking

5. jackal

6. "Evening Star"

7. "Blue DaJrube"

8. "My Best Girl-"

9. ri-ng5-ng tone

10. telephone ringing

11. electrical- fan hum

12. Greenwiöh. time signal

13. "The S¡rmphony"

I4. boat whistl-es

I5. outboard- motor

L6. diesel train

t7. swimming pool

18. traffic background.



POSIT]UE

1. applause

2. laughs

). fanfare

4. surf effect

5. morning bird.s

6. sheep, bird.s

7. wild. d-og laughing

B. "Contest l,linners" fron Ca:rie

9, "Mod.ern Times"

10. "A Ðog's Life"

11. "March Militaite"

12. "Hungarian Darce"

L3, "The Pilgri-m"

14. "0n the Trail"

15. "Gonna F1y Now"

L6. "Marinets H¡rmn"

t7. Theine song from Star I'iars

18. "Fool-s OverLure"
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"0 Sound.s for kperiment hoper

Neßative

1. squad. car

2. growling d-og

3. moans and groans

+" creaky d.oor

6, monsters roaring

7, woman screaming

B. banging shutter

9. "Euening Star"
10. "The Droid" from Alien

5. "Pup vs. Ad-ul-t" f¡on Music o€_Wofves. 5, "Marines H¡rmn" from Rocky

Neutral

I. telephone ringing
2o seaguJ-ls feed-ing

3, boat nhistles
4, galloping horses

6, Greenwich time signal:.

7, diesel train
B. "My Best Girl" from Sil-ent FilmGlassibs

9. hippopotamus

10. outboa:rd. notor

Positive

1. morning bird.s

2. surf effect
3. "Fools Overture" frûm Supertranp Breakfast in America

4. sheep, bird-s

5, "C.onna Fly Now" f:rom Rocky

6. Allegro rna non troppo, Bethoven's S¡rmphony No. 6 i-n F (?astoral), Op.6B

7. "A Dog's Life" f:rom Cþarlie__Çbapfrn

8. wild. d-og

g, swiruning/splashing

10. Theme futg, fmm Star Wars

C
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ECHO-ONE

rNSTRUcrroNS FoR QUËTIONS: Below ts a ltst of the ways you mlght havefelt or behaved-. Please tell me how often you have rett ihis way ¿urlngthe past week.
Rarely or None of the TIme (f,ess than 1 Day)
Some or a Llttle of the Time (1 - 2 Days)
Occasionally or a Moderate Amount of Time (l _ + Days)
Most or AIt_ of the Tlne (S - Z Days)

Ðqqing the past week:

1. f was bothered by things thatusuallyd.on't bother me.

I dld not feel like eating; my appetite was poor.

( ) Less than 1 Day

! J 1-2Days
! ) J-4Davs( ) J-lDays

Ï felt that f could not shake off the blues even with help from my fanilyor friend.s.

( ) Less than 1 Day
( ) 1-2Days
( ) l- 4Days
( ) J-lDays

I felt that I was just as good as other people.

( ) tess than 1 Day
( ) 1 -2Days
I ) l-4Days
( ) J_lDays

f had trouble keeplng my mind. on what I was d.olng.

,\ ) tess than 1 Day
t J 1-2Days
( ) l-4Days( ) 5-?Daw

I felt d.epressed.

( ) Less than 1 Dav( ) 1 -2Days
( ) l-4Days( ) J-lDays

( ) Less than 1 Day
( ) 1-2Days
( ) 3-4Davs( ) 5-?Daw

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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ECH0-Olt-E

'x-xPretest#1*x

1. a) Hhlch category does thls sound best fit into?

rz3
Emotionally Emotionally Enotionally Don,t knowposltive neutral negative

b) How familiar are you wlth thls sound_?

not at all a little somewhat falrIy famillar very familiar

c) How nuch imagery is associ-ated. with thls sound. ?

none a little some a fair amount a large amount

2. a) Hhich category does tk¡is sound. best flt into?

Emotionally Emotionally Emotionalry Don't know
trnsitive neutral negative

b) How famillar are you wlth this sound?

r.J+5

not at all a llttIe somewhat falrly famlllar very famrllar

c) How much imagery is assoclated. with thls sound?

1234
none a llttIe some a fair amount a large anount

3. a) Category?

Emotlonally Emotronally Emotronally Don'ù know
lnsltlve neutral negatlve



2

3. b) Familiarity?
r2)45

not at al-1 a little somewhat fairly fa¡riflar very famillar

c) rnagery?
12345

none a lltt1e sone a fair arurunt a large amount

4. a) Category?
1234

Enotlonally Enotionally Emotionally Don't know
positive neutral negative

b) familiarity?
12345

not at all a little somewhat fairly famillar very faniliar
\-c) Imagery?

12345
none a little some a fair annount a large annount

5. a) Category?
1234

Emotionally Emotionally Emotionally Don't know
positlve neutral negative

b) Famillarlty?
r2345

not at all a l1tt1e somewhat fairly familtar very familiar

c) rmagery?
r2345

none a little some a fair amount a large a¡nount

6. a) Category?
1231+

Emotionally Emotionally Emotionally Don't know
¡nsitlve neutral negatlve

b) larnlliarity?
r2)45

not at all a littIe somewhat fairly famlliar very famillar

c) rmagery?
r2345

none a llttIe some a falr amount a large amount

?. a) Category?
r234

Emotionally Emottonally Ernotronalry Don't knor,¡
posltive neutr-aI negatlve

b) larnlliarlty?
72345

not at all a little somewhat fairly famlliar very famlllar

c) rnagery?
r2)45

none a little some a fair anount a large amount




